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Abstract
A fundamental challenge in the development and deployment of solar photovoltaic
technology is a reduction in cost enabling direct competition with fossil-fuel-based
energy sources. A key driver in this cost reduction is optimized device efficiency,
because increased energy output leverages all photovoltaic system costs, from raw
materials and module manufacturing to installation and maintenance. To continue
progress toward higher conversion efficiencies, solar cells are being fabricated with
increasingly complex designs, including engineered nanostructures, heterojunctions,
and novel contacting and passivation schemes. Such advanced designs require a
comprehensive and unified understanding of the optical and electrical device physics
at the microscopic scale.
This thesis establishes a microscopic understanding of solar cell optoelectronic
performance and its impact on cell optimization. We consider this in three solar cell
platforms: thin-film crystalline silicon, amorphous/crystalline silicon heterojunctions,
and thin-film cells with nanophotonic light trapping. For thin-film crystalline
silicon, we discuss experimental investigations of devices based on a crystalline
silicon absorber layer grown with low-temperature hot-wire chemical vapor deposition.
Such a low-temperature process enables the use of large-grain crystal material on
inexpensive substrates. In addition, we discuss device physics simulations describing
the impact of grain boundaries in such devices.
We also consider a solar cell design based on a p/n heterojunction between
crystalline Si (c-Si) and wider band-gap hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H).
These devices obtain high photovoltages due to excellent passivation of the c-Si surface
by a-Si:H. They are also known to be extremely sensitive to imperfections in the
interface between the a-Si:H and the c-Si. We describe simulations and experiments
that show this sensitivity is due in part to lateral transport of photo-excited carriers
near the heterointerface. These results provide an improved understanding of the
device physics in these devices and will aid in the development of advanced designs,
including all back-contacted heterojunction structures and the use of novel passivation
ix
layers.
Finally, we describe a simulation-based method for simultaneously optimizing
the optical and electrical properties of thin-film solar cells featuring nanophotonic
light-trapping structures. A key challenge in the optimization of such light-trapping
structures is to account for the interdependent optical and electrical properties of
solar cells, including variations in material quality. We address this challenge with
multidimensional optoelectronic simulations that fully account for the optical and
electrical properties of the devices including the effects of imperfect carrier collection.
We demonstrate that light-trapping structures can be designed to reduce the fraction
of light parasitically absorbed within the device and measurably increase the internal
quantum efficiency of charge collection. Our results highlight the full potential of
engineered nanophotonic light trapping, and represent a new optimization paradigm
in which optical design can be leveraged to benefit the electrical properties of solar
cells.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
For billions of years, sunlight captured by photosynthesis has been the primary energy
input to life on the surface of the Earth. With over 1.6 × 1017 W of solar radiation
incident on the Earth, it is the largest energy flux into our terrestrial environment [1].
In the last two centuries, however, humans have begun using significantly increased
amounts of energy stored in fossil fuels, changing the composition of the Earth’s
atmosphere and driving global climate change [2]. While convenient, this reliance on
fossil fuels is not necessary; the amount of solar radiation incident on the Earth
still dwarfs human energy consumption by a factor of approximately 104 [2, 3].
Photovoltaic cells offer a way to capture solar radiation and transfer its energy directly
into electricity for human use.
A fundamental challenge in the development and deployment of solar photovoltaic
technology is to lower the associated energy generation cost to directly compete with
fossil-fuel-based energy sources. At present, this means the cost of photovoltaic
systems must be reduced by a factor of 2–3 [4]. A key driver in this cost
reduction is optimized device efficiency because increased energy output per unit area
leverages all photovoltaic system costs, from raw materials and module manufacturing
to installation and maintenance. To continue progress toward higher conversion
efficiencies, solar cells are being fabricated with increasingly complex designs including
1
engineered nanostructures, heterojunctions, and novel contacting and passivation
schemes. Such advanced designs require a comprehensive and unified understanding
of the optical and electrical device physics at the microscopic scale. This thesis
describes such a microscopic understanding of solar cell optoelectronic performance
and its impact on cell optimization.
1.2 Solar cell basics
1.2.1 Operation
Photovoltaic cells are optoelectronic devices designed to transform energy captured
from incident photons into electrical power. A simplified but useful understanding of
their function is that they must 1) absorb incident light and 2) inject electrical charge
into an external circuit at an appreciable voltage. This is most commonly achieved
with inorganic semiconductors. Semiconductors are useful for this application because
of their ability to maintain two populations of charge carriers (electrons and holes) at
different electrochemical potentials under illumination (i.e., incident radiation drives
quasi-Fermi level splitting), and also because it is possible to fabricate structures
such as a p/n junctions in semiconductors to control the internal flow of electrical
current. Crystalline Si (c-Si) is currently the most commonly used semiconductor for
photovoltaic applications.
Two typical design approaches for photovoltaics are shown schematically in Figure
1.1. The first in Figure 1.1a, is based on a p/n junction and is the most widely used
approach, and that which is implemented in most c-Si based devices. The majority of
the cell consists of a light to moderately doped “base” or “absorber” region, designed
to be the layer in which light is absorbed. At the front of the cell, a thin heavily
doped “emitter” forms a p/n junction with the base. This results in a depletion
region which exhibits a built-in electrostatic field. Under external illumination, the
absorption of photons with energy greater than the band gap generates electron-hole
pairs. Photogenerated minority carriers in the base then diffuse to the depletion
region where the built-in electrostatic field sweeps them away, driving an electronic
2
current which can be used to generate power in an external circuit.
n+ 
n 
p+ 
Back contact 
e- h+ 
E 
Top contact 
p+ 
i 
n+ 
Back contact 
e- h
+ E 
Top contact (a)$ (b)$
Figure 1.1. Schematic illustrations of solar cell junction types. (a) a p/n junction which relies
on minority carrier diffusion to the built-field in the depletion region for carrier separation. The
front contact is often a metal grid since the emitter exhibits high conductivity. (b) a n-i-p solar
cell which relies on a built-in electrostatic field across and intrinsic absorber layer to drive carrier
separation via drift. The front contact is often a transparent conducting film since the p+ layer has
low conductance. Note these schematics are not to scale. A p/n junction may be several orders of
magnitude thicker than a n-i-p device.
A high differential doping is desirable to realize a strong built-in potential across
the junction. However, heavy doping introduces defects into the material and induces
Auger recombination limiting carrier collection efficiency. Thus, as opposed to a more
symmetric structure, it is preferable to adopt a junction between a very thin heavily
doped region, in which there is minimal optical absorption due to its thickness, and
a much thicker lightly doped region from which charges can be efficiently extracted
[5]. It is also advantageous from a manufacturing perspective because the junction is
often formed by thermal diffusion, which limits the reasonably achievable thickness
of the top layer. The emitter region is often “dead” indicating that charge collection
from it is negligibly low. In this case, the emitter is a source of parasitic optical
absorption. Many solar cell designs also include a “back surface field” (BSF) region
of the same doping type as the base but with higher carrier concentration. The BSF
functions to reflect minority carriers away from the back contact of the device where
they would otherwise be lost to recombination. The devices considered in Chapter
2 are based on a p/n junction approach. A variation of the p/n junction design is
based on a heterojunction formed between an emitter and base of different material
3
and band gap. Silicon heterojunction devices are discussed in Chapter 3.
An alternative approach is pictured in Figure 1.1b. This n-i-p structure is
utilized in low mobility materials such as hydrogenated amorphous Si (a-Si:H) and
microcrystalline Si (µc-Si). Carriers in such materials cannot diffuse far enough to be
collected via a traditional p/n junction. Instead, the absorber layer is much thinner
(hundreds of nm as opposed to the typical thickness of hundreds of µm in a c-Si
based device) and is intrinsic so that the built-in electrostatic field induced between
the heavily doped p and n regions extends throughout the device. Thus photo-
excited carriers are collected via electrostatic drift in these structures. The devices
considered in Chapter 4 are based on a n-i-p approach. Since holes are typically less
mobile than electrons, these cells are almost always fabricated such that illumination
occurs through the p-layer. Because more carriers tend to be generated near the front
of a device due to exponential Beer-Lambert absorption, this design rule ensures the
average collection length for holes is shorter than for the more mobile electrons.
Convention dictates that the layers are named in the order they are deposited. Thus
an n-i-p cell pictured in Figure 1.1b would be a substrate device and a p-i-n cell
would be a superstrate device; in either case illumination occurs through the p-layer.
Another feature of the n-i-p approach is that a transparent conductor is often used
to make top contact because the lateral conductance of the heavily doped p-layer is
much less than in a crystalline emitter, thus a metallic grid front contact alone is
not feasible due to increased series resistance in the emitter and the associated power
loss.
1.2.2 Performance parameters
The most important performance metric for a solar cell is its efficiency, defined as the
ratio of the output power to the incident optical power. Since the electrical power
dissipated in a load is the product of current through the load and voltage across it,
it is useful to characterize a solar cell in terms of the current it produces at a given
voltage. This is typically represented as a current density – voltage (J-V) curve.
Here, the total current is normalized via the area of the solar cell to obtain a current
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density. A typical J-V curve is shown in Figure 1.2. Note that it resembles a diode
J-V curve, but offset from 0 current. This point is discussed in more detail in Section
1.3, but is related to the fact that the device is fundamentally a diode operating in
forward bias.
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Figure 1.2. An example of a J-V curve with the open circuit voltage, Voc, short circuit current density,
Jsc, and maximum power operating point (Vmp, Jsc) labeled. The curve is from the simulation of a
c-Si solar cell with a 5 µm thick base layer.
From the J-V curve, we extract several performance parameters. The open-circuit
voltage, Voc, is the intercept with the voltage axis at which point no current is passed
through the device. The short circuit current, Jsc, is the intercept with the current
axis which occurs when the terminals are connected to one another with no external
load. At some point along the J-V curve, the power density output of the cell (J×V )
is maximized. This defines the maximum power operating point of the device at the
associated current density (Jmp) and voltage (Vmp). The fill factor, FF is defined as
FF = 100× VmpJmp
VocJoc
. (1.1)
The conversion efficiency η is then given by
η =
VocJocFF
Pin
(1.2)
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where Pin is the incident optical power. Standard test conditions for a cell dictate
that the incident power is that contained in the AM1.5G spectrum, an agreed upon
standard spectrum for solar illumination at the surface of the Earth with a power of
100 mW cm−2 [6]. The Jsc is often impacted by how well the device absorbs incident
above-band-gap photons. A reduced Voc is often indicative of low quality material
or other defects, and FF can be adversely impacted by parasitic resistances in the
device.
1.3 Models for solar cell performance
The limiting case efficiency for a photovoltaic cell was originally calculated by
Shockley and Queisser using the principle of detailed balance [7]. It is based on
a unified optical and electrical idealization of a solar cell. It is derived under the
assumption a the solar cell consists of a material which perfectly absorbs all incident
photons above its band gap, then perfectly collects each electron-hole pair that is
not lost to radiative emission, the fundamental inverse process to absorption [8].
This approach is useful in devices which are fundamentally limited by radiative
emission, such as high-quality, group III-V compound-semiconductor-based cells
[9, 10]. However, useful efficiencies can be achieved at significantly reduced cost in
other materials which do not reach their radiative limit. In particular it is important
to note that Si, the most widely used photovoltaic material is fundamentally limited by
Auger recombination due to its indirect band gap and correspondingly low radiative
efficiency [11].
In the optimization of solar cells operating below the Shockley Queisser limit, it
is useful to consider a performance model which more closely reproduces real-world
performance. While it is often useful to focus on either the optical or electrical
part of the optimization, a comprehensive model for solar cell performance must self-
consistently treat the optical and electrical performance of the device. In this section
we briefly introduce several different optical and electrical models for solar cells.
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1.3.1 Optical models
In order to convert incident light into electrical power, a solar cell must first absorb
the incident light. Thus it is desirable to implement a model for the optical absorption
properties of the device. There are a wide variety of optical models available, and full
consideration of each is beyond the scope of this thesis, however we present a brief
summary of several important models and discuss their strengths and weaknesses.
The discussion below is by no means an exhaustive list of the available optical models.
Though it is often possible to carry out the calculations associated with various
models, it is critical to understand the underlying assumptions of each, since they
may be violated in the structures under consideration yielding unphysical results.
In the context of solar cell modeling, the ultimate goal of any optical model is to
determine where light is absorbed within the structure. The assumption that every
absorbed photon with energy greater than the semiconductor band gap generates
one electron-hole pair in the absorbing semiconductor enables us to interpret the
absorption rate as equivalent to a generation rate. In this case, the generation rate of
electron-hole pairs as a function of position, ~r, within a semiconductor from radiation
with an optical frequency of ω, Gopt(~r, ω), is given by
Gopt(~r, ω) =
ε′′(ω)|E(~r, ω)|2
2~
(1.3)
which is derived from the divergence of the Poynting vector, where ε′′(ω) is the
imaginary part of the complex permittivity of the material. Thus an optical model
which yields the intensity of the optical field within the active layers is suitable
for solar cell modeling. Simplified models which rely on optical reflection and
transmission from the entire device to determine absorption are of limited use because
they cannot distinguish between useful absorption in the active regions of the device
and parasitic absorption in other layers.
One of the most basic models for light absorption in a semiconductor is the Beer-
Lambert law which describes the exponential absorption of incident light in a material.
It is expressed
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I(x) = I0e
−αx (1.4)
where I is the intensity of light at a point, x within the thickness of the material, I0
is the initial intensity of the light at the front of the material, and α is the optical
absorption coefficient which depends on the complex optical index of the material.
The Beer-Lambert law by itself is inherently 1D, and is useful for modeling optical
absorption in simple structures which are much larger than the incident wavelength.
It does not account for thin-film anti-reflection effects or Fabry-Perot type standing
wave patterns within thin layers. The transfer matrix method (TMM), which accounts
for reflections from multiple interfaces [12], is useful for capturing these thin-film
interference effects in flat 1D layer structures, and is not computationally demanding.
An alternative that can be useful in modeling large multidimensional structures,
such as pyramidal texturing on a wafer-based c-Si solar cell, is ray tracing. In
this approach, optical rays are propagated through the structure, and reduced in
intensity via the Beer-Lambert law when they are in absorbing material. The rays
change direction according to reflection and Snell’s law of refraction making this
method applicable to multidimensional structures. However, since it is based on ray
optics, the features of interest must be much larger than the wavelength of light under
consideration. Another consideration is that enough rays must be considered with
dense enough spacing order to accurately model the absorption of many photons thus
approximating solar illumination.
Another approach is to numerically solve Maxwell’s equations for the full geometry
under consideration. Because this full-wave approach inherently captures the full
classical electrodynamics of a structure, it is particularly useful when feature size is
comparable to or smaller than the wavelength of light. It is valid for larger structures
as well but can become computationally intensive. In Chapter 4 and Section 3.4 we
adopt such a full-wave approach, the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method,
to model light-trapping structures in solar cells designed to aid in light absorption.
The FDTD technique simulates the propagation of an electromagnetic wave through
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a structure in the time domain. It generates a numerical solution to Maxwell’s curl
equations:
∂ ~D
∂t
= ∇× ~H (1.5)
∂ ~H
∂t
= − 1
µ0
∇× ~E (1.6)
where ~H is the magnetic field, ~E is the electric field, µ0 is the permeability of
free space, and ~D is the electronic displacement, ~D(ω) = ε(ω) ~E where ε(ω) is the
frequency dependent complex permittivity of the medium. Full-wave techniques, such
as FDTD, are particularly useful because they yield the optical field intensity profile
calculated directly from classical electrodynamics within a structure. This can then
be used in Equation 1.3 to obtain a generation profile within the device. As will be
described in Chapter 4, wavelength-scale features in the absorption profile can couple
to structure of the solar cell and measurably impact its electrical performance. Thus
it is critical to understand when such mechanisms may be relevant, and in those cases,
to adopt a full-wave approach to modeling the optics of solar cells.
1.3.2 Electrical models
Once the optical performance of a solar cell is understood, its electrical performance
must be considered in order to fully understand its energy-conversion properties.
One such method for understanding the electrical performance of solar cells is to
consider an equivalent circuit consisting of standard circuit elements which correspond
to internal features of the device. Such an equivalent circuit for a solar cell is shown in
Figure 1.3. This circuit is based on a photocurrent source in parallel with a forward-
biased diode. It also accounts for internal losses through the inclusion of parasitic
resistances. Rs is a series resistance which parasitically dissipates power. Sources
of parasitic series resistance include the contact resistance between contacts and the
semiconductor, the internal resistance of the device itself, and sheet resistance of the
emitter, BSF, or transparent contact. The equivalent circuit also includes a shunt
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resistance, Rsh, which parasitically allows current to leak through the device. Sources
of shunt resistance include physical conductive shunt pathways in the device, such as
edges or cracks. Non-idealities in the diode characteristic of the device can also
manifest as reduced shunt resistance.
Iph$
Rsh$
Rs$
+$
($
Figure 1.3. An equivalent circuit that can be used to understand the J-V behavior of a solar cell.
The current-voltage characteristic of the equivalent circuit pictured in Figure 1.3
is described by
I = Iph − I0
(
e
q(V−IRs)
ndkT − 1
)
− V − IRs
Rsh
(1.7)
where I0 is the ideal diode saturation current (commonly referred to as the dark
current in the photovoltaic field), q is the elementary charge, nd is the diode ideality
factor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature of the device [5]. A
high shunt resistance and low series resistance are desirable for optimized conversion
efficiency, with both impacting the FF of the device. A high series resistance will
reduce the slope of the J-V curve near open circuit and a low shunt resistance will
reduce its slope near short circuit [5]. The equivalent circuit approach can be modified
with more diodes and circuit elements to describe more complex performance in solar
cells.
The equivalent circuit approach has proven quite useful in the photovoltaic field.
It is particularly powerful in that it enables a quick and intuitive way to understand
J-V curves from experimental devices, and to diagnose problems (for example, shunts
and poor contact formation). It is also useful in understanding module or system
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level performance phenomena, as multiple circuits can be used to represent multiple
solar cells and combined into a larger circuit model of the module or system.
While the equivalent circuit approach is useful in a number of applications, and
in fact parasitic resistances are referred to throughout this thesis, it represents a
simplification and idealization of the full device physics governing solar cell operation.
A more complete understanding of solar cell device physics is obtained by considering
a more detailed model capturing the underlying carrier transport mechanisms in solar
cells.
The full behavior of electrons and holes in arbitrary semiconductor structures can
be described by a set of differential equations [13]. Gauss’ law, Equation 1.8 describes
the electrostatics of the structure.
∇ · ~D(~r) = ρf(~r) (1.8)
The current density equations (Equations 1.9 and 1.10) describe the two carrier
transport mechanisms in the device: drift driven by an electrostatic field, and Fick’s
law diffusion driven by the random thermal motion of individual carriers.
~Jn(~r) = qµnn(~r) ~E(~r) + qDn∇n(~r) (1.9)
~Jp(~r) = qµpp(~r) ~E(~r)− qDp∇p(~r) (1.10)
Finally, the continuity equations (Equations 1.11 and 1.12) describe the time
dependent evolution of carrier concentrations, accounting for carrier conservation.
∂n(~r)
∂t
= G(~r)− U(~r) + 1
q
∇ · ~Jn(~r) (1.11)
∂p(~r)
∂t
= G(~r)− U(~r)− 1
q
∇ · ~Jp(~r) (1.12)
The generation rate calculated from an optical model can be taken as input into
the continuity equations to link the optical and electrical device models. It should
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be noted that since solar cells operate in direct-current mode, the high-frequency
optical fields do not directly couple to Equations 1.8 - 1.12. In Equations 1.8 - 1.12,
n and p are the electron and hole concentrations, G is the generation rate, U is the
recombination rate, q is the elementary charge, ~Jn and ~Jp are the electron and hole
current densities, µn and µp are the electron and hole mobilities, ~E is the electrostatic
field, Dn and Dp are the electron and hole diffusion coefficients, and ~D is the electric
displacement.
In equilibrium conditions, the electron and hole concentrations can be described by
a single electrochemical potential, called the Fermi level as EF , as shown in Equations
1.13 and 1.14, where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration and Ei is the intrinsic
Fmultiermi level. (Note that position dependence has not been explicitly included,
but is implied.)
n = nie
(EF−Ei)/kT (1.13)
p = nie
(Ei−EF )/kT (1.14)
When a semiconductor is not in equilibrium, the populations of holes and electrons
are not necessarily in equilibrium with one another, thus their populations cannot be
described by a single electrochemical potential. In non-equilibrium conditions, it is
useful to introduce the construct of the quasi-Fermi level for electrons and holes, EFn
and EFp, defined such that the electron and hole concentrations satisfy the relations
in Equations 1.15 and 1.16 [14].
n = nie
(EFn−Ei)/kT (1.15)
p = nie
(Ei−EF p)/kT (1.16)
The quasi-Fermi level construct is particularly useful because it enables a reformula-
tion of the electron and hole current equations (Equations 1.9 and 1.10) to simulta-
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neously account for both drift and diffusion as shown in Equations 1.17 and 1.18.
~Jn(~r) = µnn(~r)∇EFn(~r) (1.17)
~Jp(~r) = µpp(~r)∇EFp(~r) (1.18)
In contrast to an equivalent circuit approach, solving Equations 1.8 - 1.12 for
the solar cell device structure yields a full microscopic description of its electrical
performance. However, this is non-trivial for all but a few idealized cases, such as an
ideal 1D diode. Numerical methods such as the finite element method (FEM) can
be used to numerically solve the semiconductor device equations in multidimensional
structures, an approach that is used throughout this thesis.
The full device physics approach accounts for imperfect carrier collection from
the active region of a device. This is accomplished through the inclusion of various
models for the recombination rate, U , which describes the local rate at which
electrons and holes recombine with one another, thus being lost from the available
photocurrent. Typical sources of recombination in solar cells include band-to-band
radiative recombination, Auger recombination, and trap-mediated (Shockley-Read-
Hall) recombination. Carriers recombine both in the bulk and at defective interfaces.
Trap-mediated recombination is the dominate recombination mechanism in the
materials considered in this thesis. Traps are localized electronic states in the en-
ergetic band-gap of the semiconductor. Typical sources of traps include chemical
impurities and crystallographic defects in the material. The statistics of recombina-
tion through such states is described by Shockley-Read-Hall statistics. For a trap
located at energy Et above the valence band of the material, the recombination rate
is given by
U =
σnσpvthNt(pn− n2i )
σn(n+ n1) + σp(p+ p1)
(1.19)
where σn and σp are the trap capture cross sections for electrons and holes,
respectively, Nt is the concentration of trap states, ni is the intrinsic carrier
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concentration, n1 = niexp((Et − Ei)/kT ), and p1 = niexp((Ei − Et)/kT ).
There are multiple methods for incorporating Shockley-Read-Hall recombination
in a numerical device physics model. The simplest is to use the electron and
hole concentrations (n and p) along with the associated recombination rate (U) to
couple Equation 1.19 to the charge transport equations (Equations 1.9-1.12). This
method tends to be computationally inexpensive and is useful for simulating bulk
recombination processes. While this method captures the full carrier concentration
dependent statistics of Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, it does not capture the
electrostatics of trapped charges. An alternative is to account for the statistics of
trap occupation and explicitly include their impact on the electrostatic field within
the device. Both methods are implemented in this thesis for different applications.
Similarly, there are multiple methods available to account for recombination at
surfaces. Semiconductor surfaces tend to exhibit recombination active trap states,
which mediate carrier recombination via the same mechanism of bulk Shockley-
Read-Hall recombination. For example, the surface recombination rate for a surface
trap level is given by an expression identical to Equation 1.19 except that the bulk
concentration of trap states Nt is replaced by a surface concentration Nt,s with
dimension of inverse area. A parameter known as the surface recombination velocity
(SRV) for electrons (Sn) or holes (Sp) can then be defined as
Sn,p = σn,pvthNt,s. (1.20)
The surface recombination rate, Us is then given by
Us =
pn− n2i
(n+ n1)/Sp + (p+ p1)/Sn
(1.21)
Under low-level injection (when majority carrier concentration is not perturbed) the
SRV can be also be interpreted as a boundary condition imposing a minority carrier
recombination current density, JSR, lost to recombination at the interface:
JSR = qSp(p− p0) (1.22)
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expressed here for holes in an n-type material, where p0 is the equilibrium hole
concentration.
The simplest way to account for surface recombination is to specify a surface
recombination velocity (SRV), and impose the resulting recombination rate at the
interface as the device physics equations are solved. However, as in the case of bulk
recombination, a more complete model of an interface can be obtained by considering
the electrostatics of filled interface states. The importance of this is discussed in
Section 2.2.
1.4 Overview
This thesis addresses several advanced designs for silicon-based solar cells with a focus
on understanding their microscopic optoelectronic device physics. Our approach relies
heavily on the use of computer simulations to numerically solve the governing optical
and electrical equations described in Section 1.3. Thus we avoid idealized limiting
case versions of the governing physics such as the equivalent circuit model. Such an
approach is critical to gain a full understanding of the operation of these advanced
devices.
In Chapter 2, we consider thin crystalline silicon solar cells. These devices
are based on the use of a monocrystalline or large-grained polycrystalline silicon
base layer, but avoid material utilization costs associated with wafer based devices.
We first consider the electrical device physics associated with recombination active
interfaces which may occur in these devices. We find that to fully understand the
effects these interfaces have on device performance, it is important to consider the
full multidimensional device physics associated with the interfaces. We also describe
the experimental development of devices based on a thin crystalline base grown with
hot-wire chemical vapor deposition (HWCVD) and discuss challenges associated with
this approach.
Chapter 3 addresses the device physics of a p/n heterojunction between crystalline
Si (c-Si) and wider band-gap hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H). Devices based
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on this heterojunction, commonly referred to as silicon heterojunction (SHJ) cells,
obtain high photovoltages due in part to excellent passivation of the c-Si surface by a-
Si:H. They are also known to be extremely sensitive to imperfections at the interface
between the a-Si:H and the c-Si. We describe simulations and experiments that
show this sensitivity is due in part to lateral transport of photo-excited carriers near
the heterointerface. These results provide an improved understanding of the device
physics of SHJ cells and will aid in the development of advanced designs including all
back-contacted heterojunction structures and the use of novel passivation layers.
Finally, in Chapter 4 we describe a simulation-based method for simultaneously
optimizing the optical and electrical properties of thin-film solar cells featuring
nanophotonic light-trapping structures. A key challenge in the optimization of such
light-trapping structures is to account for the interdependent optical and electrical
properties of solar cells, including variations in material quality. We address this
challenge with multidimensional optoelectronic simulations that fully account for the
optical and electrical properties of the devices including the effects of imperfect carrier
collection. We demonstrate that light-trapping structures can be designed to reduce
the fraction of light parasitically absorbed within the device and measurably increase
the internal quantum efficiency of charge collection. Our results highlight the full
potential of engineered nanophotonic light trapping, and represent a new optimization
paradigm in which optical design can be leveraged to benefit the electrical properties
of solar cells.
Advanced designs such as those considered here take on higher complexity than
previous generations of solar cells in the pursuit of increased efficiency and reduced
cost. In turn, they are governed by more complex optoelectronic device physics. In
the context of thin-crystalline cells, a-Si/c-Si heterojunction cells, and devices with
engineered nanophotonic light trapping, this thesis demonstrates the importance of
understanding the device physics governing solar cell operation at the microscopic
scale. This type of comprehensive approach will be critical in continuing efficiency
improvements and cost reductions in future generations of solar energy conversion
devices.
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Chapter 2
Film crystalline silicon solar cells
2.1 Introduction
Crystalline Si (c-Si) solar cells are the dominant photovoltaic technology for terrestrial
power generation, however their cost needs to be reduced by a factor of 2–3 in order
to directly compete, subsidy free, with fossil-fuel-based, grid-scale energy generation
technologies [4]. Approximately 1/3 of the cost of a module is the cost of the Si
wafer itself, driven in part by poor material utilization [4]. In particular, roughly
half of the crystalline material is lost to kerf (i.e., sawdust) in the wafering process.
In addition, due in part to handling requirements, a typical photovoltaic Si wafer is
approximately 180 µm thick [4], though with appropriate light-trapping design and
surface passivation, efficiencies exceeding 15% are possible in cells tens of µm thick
[15]. Thus in order to drive cost lower, it is desirable to develop a crystalline-Si-
based technology in which the Si thickness is reduced and the material utilization is
simultaneously increased. To this end, there have been a wide variety of approaches
considered [4, 16].
An alternative to wafer-based photovoltaics is based on thin-film active layers
deposited electrochemically or from gas phase precursors; examples include CIGS,
CdTe, or thin-film amorphous or microcrystalline Si solar cells. In this chapter we
consider a film-based approach in which the absorber layer consists of large-grained
polycrystalline Si deposited directly from the gas phase. Thin-film photovoltaic
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technologies benefit from reduced manufacturing cost, however due to reduced
material quality, they typically achieve lower efficiency that c-Si-based devices. The
approach considered in this chapter is based on the use of hot-wire chemical vapor
deposition (HWCVD) to deposit Si epitaxially on a template layer [17–23]. A
schematic illustration of such a structure is shown in Figure 2.1. This approach
eliminates the traditional wafer-based process in favor of a film deposition process.
However, the active material would be large-grain polycrystalline, maintaining the
material benefits of the wafer-based approach. In addition, we target low processing
temperatures enabling the use of low-cost substrates such as glass. In Section 2.2, we
first present a discussion of the device physics associated with such a device, based on
simulations of the structure. In Section 2.3 we present the experimental development
of microcrystalline Si emitter layers deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD). Finally in Section 2.4 we detail the experimental development of
dense epitaxial Si films deposited at low-temperatures and discuss technical challenges
to this approach.
2.2 Device physics of interfaces and localized defects in film
crystalline silicon solar cells
Active layers of a solar cell fabricated by epitaxial thickening of a template would
inherit its grain structure from the underlying substrate. Thus, since many candidate
template layers are polycrystalline, these epitaxially deposited devices would also be
polycrystalline. The boundaries between crystalline domains are likely to exhibit
high densities of recombination active defects which limit efficiency [16]. Depending
on the substrate used, the approach can also result in crystallographic dislocations
extending through the device [22]. The film deposition approach can also introduce
horizontal interfaces into the device; for example, an interface between the base and
emitter can result from the use of separate deposition steps for each layer. It is
important to understand the the performance limiting factors in the proposed cell
structure, including the impact of both horizontal and vertical interfaces and bulk
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recombination within crystalline grains. In this section, we present the results from
2D carrier transport simulations to elucidate the device physics associated with such
defects.
2.2.1 Columnar-grained film crystalline silicon solar cells
We first consider the effects of grain boundaries induced by the growth template
along with intragranular defects associated with the bulk quality of the material.
Grain boundaries would manifest as vertical interfaces in a columnar-grained material
such as that shown in Figure 2.1. Previous work has considered the effects of these
factors [24–30], however few studies [25, 26] thoroughly treat the effects of localized
traps at grain boundaries. Instead, it is common to define effective recombination
rates and surface recombination velocities, an approach which has been shown to
be of limited use [26]. We describe a two-dimensional device model that explicitly
models the statistics and electrostatics of traps at the grain boundary along with other
important physical processes including light absorption and bulk intragranular carrier
recombination. We use this model to more completely understand and optimize the
device physics of polycrystalline film solar cells.
Substrate 
n+-Si template 
n-Si absorber 
p+-Si emitter 
Simulated plane 
Figure 2.1. Illustration of the thin-film polycrystalline Si solar cell structure based on the use of
local epitaxy to thicken a polycrystalline template. The dashed box indicates the two-dimensional
plane in which device performance was modeled. [31]
The simulated structure consists of an n-type Si absorber layer of varying thickness
and doping, a 50 nm p-type top-side emitter doped at 1020 cm−3 and 50 nm n-type
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layer on the back doped at 1020 cm−3 to provide a back surface field. Contacts are
modeled as perfect ohmic contacts. The simulation area is the width of a grain, with
the grain boundary defined in the center of the device and extending vertically through
it as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The grain width is varied from 50 nm - 4 µm. We also
vary the bulk Si Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination lifetime for electrons and
holes, τ , to model the effect of bulk intragranular recombination. Mobility is taken
as doping dependent in all layers according to the model presented in [32].
To model grain boundary recombination, we explicitly define the trap distribution
in the band gap at the grain boundary. We model the energetic trap distribution at
the grain boundary, N(E), as a double exponential:
N(E) = Ngbe
−E/β1 + γNgbe−E/β2 (2.1)
where Ngb is a surface density of traps in units of cm
−2 eV−1 and E is the energetic
distance into the band gap from the corresponding band edge in eV. In this work,
the parameters used are: γ = 0.01, β1 = 0.025 eV, and β2 = 0.25 eV. We include
this distribution for both a acceptor-like trap distribution distributed below the
conduction band and an donor-like distribution above the valence band. Capture
cross sections for both carrier types are taken as 10−15 cm2 [25, 26]. The value of Ngb
is varied to model the effect of grain boundary quality, including passivation effects.
We numerically simulated the performance of these structures using the a com-
mercial semiconductor FEM package [33]. The generation profile under illumination
is calculated based on single pass absorption from a spectrally weighted sum of 95
light beams of different wavelength and intensity to approximate the AM1.5G solar
spectrum. The carrier transport and Poisson equations (Equations 1.8 - 1.12) are
numerically solved on a mesh for varying contact voltages to extract current density
– voltage (J-V) curves and the photovoltaic performance parameters for each set of
simulation parameters.
We first characterize the transition from grain-boundary-limited to bulk-lifetime-
limited performance as a function of the trap density at the grain boundaries and
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Figure 2.2. Simulation results showing the magnitude of the x-component of the hole current density
in the base region under AM1.5G illumination at open circuit for 4 µm grain width, 2 µm base
thickness, ND = 10
16 cm−3 base doping level, and Ngb = 1014 cm−2 eV−1, with bulk lifetimes of
(a) 10−8 s and (b) 10−6 s. The currents shown are directed toward the grain boundary. The white
lines near the top of the plots indicate the depletion region edges. [31]
examine the device physics governing this transition. Figure 2.2 illustrates the
interplay between bulk lifetime and grain boundary recombination. For identical
grain size and grain boundary trap density, the longer bulk lifetime (τ = 10−6 s)
case exhibits a larger horizontal component of the minority current density directed
toward the grain boundary as more carriers are driven to recombine at the boundary
to meet the open circuit condition. We note that τ = 10−6 s corresponds to a bulk
minority carrier diffusion length of 33 µm, and τ = 10−8 s to a diffusion length of
3.3 µm. Even though 33 µm is much longer than the width of the grain for the case
pictured in Figure 2.2, the x-component of the current goes to 0 at x = ± 2 µm due
to the assumed presence in the model of another grain boundary at x = ± 4 µm.
The effects of these microscopic device physics on overall performance are
presented in Figure 2.3. Toward the left of the plot in Figure 2.3a (corresponding to
lower grain boundary trap densities), efficiencies for the same bulk lifetimes converge
with one another and become much less sensitive to grain size, indicating bulk-
lifetime-limited performance. Toward the right of the plot (corresponding to higher
grain boundary trap densities), curves of the same grain size converge, indicating
grain-boundary-limited performance. We also see that, in the intermediate regime
between grain-boundary-dominated and bulk-dominated performance, improved bulk
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Figure 2.3. Simulated AM1.5G photovoltaic performance parameters characterizing the transition
between bulk SRH-limited performance at low intergranular defect density and grain-boundary-
limited performance at high intergranular defect density for cells with 2 µm thick base layers and
ND = 10
16 cm−3. [31]
lifetimes augment the reduction in efficiency due to reduced grain size (also evident
in Figure 2.2). These results emphasize the importance of long bulk lifetimes and the
inherent trade-off between grain size and grain boundary passivation. In Figure 2.3c,
we note that the 50 nm grain, high trap density cases actually produce higher short
circuit currents than the 500 nm grain cases. We attribute this to significant depletion
of the small grains resulting in the onset of carrier collection by drift. However, the
open circuit voltage is so strongly degraded in this case that the ultimate efficiency
remains lower than for larger grain microstructures.
Next, we investigate the effect of base doping level on recombination at the grain
boundary. Figure 2.4 shows that when the base is more lightly doped, the partially
depleted region surrounding the grain boundary extends further into the bulk. This
extended partially depleted region is characterized by an electric field directed toward
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Figure 2.4. Simulation results showing partial depletion in the base surrounding the grain boundary
under AM1.5G illumination at open circuit for bases doped at ND = 10
15 cm−3 (a) and 1017 cm−3
(b). The color scales extend from 1% to 100% of the base doping level. The base is 1 µ thick, the
grain is 1 µ wide, τ = 10−6 s, and Ngb = 1014 cm−2 eV−1. [31]
the grain boundary (as indicated in Figure 2.5a) that drives minority carrier current
flow toward the boundary under open-circuit conditions. We also note that our model,
which explicitly considers trap electrostatics at the grain boundary, provides a detailed
view of the microscopic device physics that would not be evident in analysis relying
on the assumption of quasineutrality.
In agreement with this physical understanding, Figure 2.5b confirms that the
efficiencies of the simulated devices with higher base doping levels are more robust
with respect to increasing grain boundary trap density. This agrees with previous
reports [26, 27]. Based on the device physics described above and illustrated in
Figure 2.4, we attribute the increased performance of the more heavily doped devices
to the shorter Debye screening length, which confines the electric field to the region
immediately surrounding the grain boundary. Although even higher doping might
further reduce grain boundary recombination, such devices would ultimately display
degraded performance due to reduced bulk minority carrier lifetime at high doping,
reduced efficacy of the back surface field, and degraded carrier mobility. We also
note that regions of heavier doping surrounding the grain boundary would likely have
beneficial impact, since they would limit the physical extent of the partially depleted
region. This case is often observed in practice since dopant segregation is known
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Figure 2.5. Simulation results for devices under AM1.5G illumination with a 1 µm thick base, 1 µm
wide grain, and τ = 10−6 s. (a) The x-component of the electric field along the horizontal slice at
the middle of the base region (y = 550 nm) for Ngb = 10
14 cm−2 eV−1 and selected base doping
levels at open circuit. Note that the field is directed toward the grain boundary and extends further
into the bulk with decreasing base doping level. (b) Cell performance for varying base doping level
as grain boundary quality is reduced. [31]
occur at grain boundaries.
2.2.2 Horizontal interfaces in film crystalline silicon solar cells
Since the approach considered in this chapter is deposition based, horizontal interfaces
may be introduced into the active device layers due to sequential deposition steps.
Typically the different device layers (back surface field, base, and emitter) would
be deposited by separate processes, possibly in separate deposition chambers to
prevent dopant cross contamination. In this section we consider the effects of
horizontal interfaces at different locations throughout the device. Though the most
likely location for a horizontal interface is between device layers, understanding the
effects of location is important because it can inform process decisions. For example,
buffer layers with variable doping could be introduced to move the physical interface
associated with a process/chamber change away from the electrical junction between
device layers.
The simulations are carried out in the same manner described in Section 2.2.1,
except that there is no vertical interface. Instead, a defective interface with
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Ngb = 3 × 1014 cm−2 eV−1 is defined horizontally through the device. Note that
though the simulation is carried out in 2D, the structure is effectively 1D. Here,
we use a value for the bulk lifetime of τ = 10−6 s.
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Figure 2.6. Device physics of crystalline Si film solar cell under AM1.5G illumination exhibiting
horizontal interface defect planes for various levels of ND in the base as indicated by color and
labeled in panel (a). (a) The Voc as a function of interface position in the base. (b) Electron and
hole concentrations in a cell with no horizontal defective interfaces at open circuit. (c) The Jsc as
a function of interface position in the base. (d) Electron and hole concentrations in a cell with no
horizontal defective interfaces at short circuit. In all panels, 0 is the emitter/base junction and the
base is 1 µm thick. The dashed lined in (b) and (d) are hole concentrations, p, and the solid lines
are electron concentrations, n.
Figure 2.6ac shows the Voc and Jsc as a function of horizontal interface position
within a 1 µm base, for variable doping levels. The dependence on position and doping
level can be understood in terms of the carrier-density-dependent recombination
statistics. For example, recall Equation 1.19 for recombination through a single trap
state:
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U =
σnσpvthNt(pn− n2i )
σn(n+ n1) + σp(p+ p1)
. (2.2)
We see that recombination is highest when pn − n2i is high, i.e. the numerator in
Equation 2.2 is large indicating the carrier gasses are relatively far out of equilibrium,
and also when p + n is low, resulting in a low value in the denominator. This
condition is met when the system is far out of equilibrium, and there are nearly
equal concentrations of electrons and holes present. Figure 2.6b shows the electron
and hole concentrations in the cell at open-circuit under AM1.5G illumination. We
note that as the doping level is decreased, the value of n + p is reduced near the
middle and rear regions of the absorber, which is reflected in higher sensitivity of Voc
to the presence of the horizontal defective interface. It is clear from a comparison of
Figure 2.6a and 2.6b, that when the interface is located at the position where n = p,
the Voc is strongly degraded for all doping levels. We also note that right at the
physical interfaces between device layers, carrier populations become inverted, and
Voc is robust with regard to the presence of interface defects. In the short circuit case
(Figure 2.6cd) we see that lower base doping levels are advantageous due to partial
depletion extending through a significant portion of the base (or the entire base for the
ND = 10
15 cm−3). The partial depletion is apparent in the electron concentrations in
Figure 2.6d and is associated with an electrostatic field that drives carrier collection
via drift.
Figure 2.7 shows the ultimate conversion efficiency obtained for various base
doping levels as a function of horizontal interface position. In the control case for
which no horizontal interface is included in the model, the efficiencies for doping
levels in the base of ND = 10
15, 1016, and 1017 cm−3 were 5.71%, 5.85%, and 5.79%,
respectively. It is clear that heavier base doping benefits the conversion efficiency
when the defect is located in the bulk of the device. We note that efficiency is
dominated by Voc near the front of the device, and Jsc near the rear. As expected
from the results presented in Figure 2.6, the efficiency is not strongly degraded when
the defective physical interface is present at the electrical junction between adjacent
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Figure 2.7. AM1.5G conversion efficiency for the devices considered in Figure 2.6, with a horizontal
defect plane at varying position. The value of the active donor concentration in the base, ND, is
indicated by color as labeled.
device layers. This is a very promising result for the deposition-based approach
described in this chapter, in which the natural place for physical interfaces to occur
is the interface between device layers deposited with sequential processes.
2.3 Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition of micro-
crystalline silicon emitters
In typical wafer-based cells, emitters are thermally diffused, but this process is not
compatible with low-cost substrates which necessitate reduced processing tempera-
tures. Thus, the proposed cell will require a deposited emitter layer. We investigated
the use of doped microcrystalline silicon (µc-Si) deposited via plasma-enhanced chem-
ical vapor deposition (PECVD) for use as an emitter layer in thin-film c-Si devices.
Our approach was to first demonstrate and optimize the emitter film on a c-Si wafer
in order to isolate the emitter quality and performance from complications arising
from a deposited film absorber layer.
In PECVD, an RF plasma is used to dissociate process gasses into film precursors.
There are many different variations on the technique, but the basic implementation
we used is illustrated in Figure 2.8. For the deposition of amorphous silicon (a-Si) and
µc-Si, SiH4 and H2 are typically used as process gasses. The mechanisms governing
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Figure 2.8. Schematic of the PECVD technique. SiH4, and H2 are dissociated in an RF plasma into
growth precursors for either µc-Si or a-Si depending on the processing conditions.
the deposition are complex and are influenced by secondary reactions of radicals in
the plasma (after initial plasma dissociation) and surface reactions on the deposited
film [34, 35]. Hydrogen partial pressure during growth is a critical process parameter
since hydrogen promotes the µc-Si phase over the a-Si phase, and H bonds to Si
within the film aiding in passivation of dangling Si bonds that would otherwise create
electronic defect states [35].
PECVD can be used to deposit either amorphous Si (a-Si) or µc-Si. µc-Si is a
mixed phase material consisting of small crystallites surrounded by an amorphous
matrix. The transition between deposition of these two materials is governed by the
PECVD process parameters, including H2 partial pressure and substrate temperature.
Though a-Si can be used to form a junction with crystalline Si in silicon heterojunction
(SHJ) cells to obtain high Voc, these junctions are extraordinarily sensitive to interface
properties as discussed in Chapter 3, and we expect a µc-Si/c-Si junction to be more
robust. This is important for early stage experimental investigations of the HWCVD
absorber approach since it avoids potential complications arising from heterojunction
formation on the rough, as-grown absorber surface. To realize this robustness, we
target a high crystalline fraction in the mixed phase material so that the junction
functions as a c-Si homojunction.
In our PECVD system, process gasses enter the chamber through a T inlet on one
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edge of the chamber and the plasma is maintained by a 13.56 MHz RF excitation of
the capacitor formed between the sample and an electrode. We used H2 and 151 ppm
trimethylboron (TMB) with 5% SiH4 in Ar as process gasses for deposition of p-type
material. The flow rates of the individual process gasses were controlled with mass
flow controllers. We define the parameter R to be the flow ratio of H2 to SiH4. The
temperature of the substrate is controlled by an external heater directly above the
sample position. All substrate process temperatures for both HWCVD and PECVD
are reported as the temperature maintained externally by the heater on the chamber
as measured during processing with a thermocouple (Tset). In this work the plasma
power is constant at 0.03 W cm−2. The pressure is controlled by a butterfly valve
intake of the turbo pump.
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Figure 2.9. An example fit to a Raman spectrum collected from a µc-Si film deposited at Tset = 450
◦
C, at a pressure of 400 mTorr, and at an H2/SiH4 flow ratio, R, of 153. The fit gave an amorphous
peak at 470 cm−1 (green), an intermediate crystalline peak at 500 cm−1 (blue) and a crystalline
peak at 514 cm−1 (red). This fit yields a crystalline volume fraction Xc of 0.51.
We used Raman Spectroscopy, in which the energy shifts of photons which
have interacted with vibrational modes of a material are measured, to estimate
the crystalline volume fraction of the PECVD films as processing parameters were
changed. Raman spectroscopy is widely used to obtain a semiquantitative measure
of crystalline volume fraction in µc-Si films by fitting three Gaussian peaks to the
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spectra, and attributing the peaks near wavenumbers 500 and 520 cm−1 to the
crystalline phase, and the peak near 480 cm−1 to the amorphous phase [36, 37].
An estimate of the crystalline volume fraction is then obtained from Equation 2.3
where I indicates the integrated intensity under each peak as shown in Figure 2.9.
Xc =
Ic + Im
Ic + Im + Ia
(2.3)
The presence of atomic H during deposition is known to promote the crystalline
phase [35]. We characterized the transition from purely a-Si to µc-Si deposition as
R is varied for our process. This is shown in Figure 2.10. The emergence of the
crystalline peak near 520 cm−1 indicates the onset of µc-Si near a value of R=78.
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Figure 2.10. Raman spectra of PECVD films showing the transition from a-Si deposition to µc-
Si deposition under varying hydrogen dilution. The films were deposited at Tset = 450
◦ C, at
a pressure of 400 mTorr. The film deposited at R = 78 had Xc = 0.11 and that deposited at
R=153 had Xc=0.51. The spectra are normalized to their respective integrated intensities to enable
comparison.
The crystalline volume fraction, Xc of µc-Si, also depends on substrate tempera-
ture and is typically maximized at a substrate temperature below 400 ◦C, with the
reduction in Xc at temperatures near or above 500
◦C attributed to lack of hydrogen
coverage on the growth surface [35]. We observe this trend with our PECVD process
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indicated by the Raman spectra shown in Figure 2.11. From these observations we
identify an optimal substrate temperature of Tset = 300
◦C to maximize the crystalline
volume fraction of the film.
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Figure 2.11. Raman spectra of PECVD films showing the change in crystalline volume fraction of µc-
Si deposited with varying values of Tset. The films were deposited at a pressure of 400 mTorr, with R
= 121. The strong crystalline peak near 520 cm−1 indicates an optimal deposition temperature near
300 ◦C. The spectra are normalized to their respective integrated intensities to enable comparison.
To deposit a p-type µc-Si emitter, we used R = 121, Tset = 390
◦C, and total
chamber pressure of 400 mTorr. These conditions yield a deposition rate of 0.5
nm min−1. We performed Hall measurements on a 195 nm thick film deposited
under these conditions and measured a hole carrier density of ∼3×1019 cm−3 with a
resistivity 1.5 Ω cm. We tested the performance of these films by depositing them on
n-type wafers (doped at ∼1×1017 cm−3) and testing Voc under 1-sun illumination. In
such an experiment Ga/In eutectic was scribed into the back of the wafer after film
deposition and protected with Ag print to form a back contact. Front contact was
made by sputtering a transparent conducting oxide (TCO), either indium doped zinc
oxide (IZO) or indium doped tin oxide (ITO), through a shadow mask. Because the
junction was formed across the entire sample surface, but contact was only made in
isolated areas of the moderately high-resistivity emitter, these rudimentary devices
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exhibited very high series resistance, preventing direct interpretation of their J-V
curves. However, series resistance does not affect Voc since no current flows at open
circuit. Thus it is straightforward to measure the Voc of these samples as a quick
screening method for junction quality. Though processing of working solar cells using
these PECVD films was often inconsistent due to uncontrolled contaminates present
in a research laboratory environment, we were able to consistently achieve a Voc above
500 mV. Prior to PECVD of the emitter, we prepared the wafer with either an RCA
1 clean (to remove organic contaminates) followed by an HF dip, or just an HF dip
to remove the native oxide. The champion Voc achieved under AM1.5G illumination
with this process was 606.1± 0.7 mV, The device had a 120 nm thick PECVD emitter.
For this sample, only a 30 s dip in buffered HF was used to prepare the wafer for
deposition, and IZO was used for the top contact. This high Voc indicates that the
junction is of good quality and the emitter is functioning as intended.
2.4 Hot-wire chemical vapor deposition of crystalline silicon
absorber layers
The wafering of Si for photovoltaics represents a significant production cost, with
roughly half of the crystalline material present in a crystalline ingot lost during the
sawing and polishing process. Because of this, there is presently intense interest in the
photovoltaics industry in methods for the manufacturing of high-quality crystalline
Si absorber layers without incurring the costs associated with wafering. One solution
is kerf-less wafering of Si ingots with techniques such as spalling, ion-implantation
and exfoliation, or epitaxial growth on porous Si and exfoliation [4]. An alternative
method is based on direct thin-film deposition (similar to the manufacturing processes
used in CIGS, CdTe, or thin-film amorphous and microcrystalline Si solar cells). Hot-
wire chemical vapor deposition (HWCVD) has been considered as a technique to
deposit crystalline Si epitaxially on a template at temperatures which enable the use
of low-cost substrates such as glass [17–23].
In HWCVD, a hot filament is used to thermally decompose the process gasses
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into film precursors. The technique can be used to deposit polycrystalline and
amorphous Si films [34]. However the growth of epitaxial crystalline Si at low
substrate temperature has also been demonstrated with this technique [20, 21, 38, 39].
In addition, high-quality Si epitaxy suitable for solar cells has been achieved at
temperatures above 500 ◦C [19]. Though the lack of hydrogen on the growing surface
at these elevated temperatures promotes high-quality crystalline growth, it prevents
bulk hydrogen passivation of grain boundaries and dislocations during growth.
The phase and microstructure of the material deposited by Si HWCVD are
determined by gas phase and surface chemistry and kinetics during deposition, making
the process sensitive to pressure, the ratio of H2/SiH4 (R), and substrate temperature
[18–21, 40–43]. One important feature in the low-temperature regime (< 500 ◦C),
is that the critical epitaxial thickness that can be achieved before breakdown to
twinned, polycrystalline, or amorphous growth tends to decrease with increasing
temperature. This has been attributed to oxygen contamination on the growth surface
that is prevented by surface hydrogenation at low temperature [18, 21, 42]. Another
important growth mechanism is that atomic hydrogen etches amorphous and strained
Si-Si bonds, promoting the crystalline phase [34, 44].
The implementation of HWCVD used here is illustrated in Figure 2.12. The
chamber is identical to that used for PECVD, with the exception that a hot-wire
assembly (instead of an RF electrode) is placed below the substrate. As described in
Section 2.3, R describes the flow ratio of H2 to SiH4 and Tset indicates the substrate
heater set point. We used a DC current to resistively heat two tungsten wires of
0.5 mm diameter, and monitored their temperature with optical pyrometry. In this
work a wire temperature of 1900 ◦C was used. The wires were used either straight,
or coiled to increase the deposition rate. The process gasses were H2 and 5% SiH4 in
Ar with 5 ppm PH3.
Here we consider epitaxial growth of Si solar cell absorber layers at low tempera-
ture with HWCVD. The use of low substrate temperatures (< 500 ◦C), enables the
use of low-cost substrates such as soda lime glass and offers the possibility that H
can be incorporated into the film to passivate dangling Si bonds and improve car-
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Figure 2.12. Schematic of the HWCVD technique. SiH4, and H2 are dissociated by resistively
heated tungsten wires into growth precursors for silicon thin-film deposition. Crystalline silicon can
be grown epitaxially with this method under certain processing conditions.
rier lifetime. Previous work has shown that post-deposition oxidation of surfaces in
porous Si HWCVD films severely limits photovoltaic performance [20]. Therefore we
target dense epitaxial growth. Though the ultimate goal was to use HWCVD to grow
absorber layers on thin-film polycrystalline templates, we studied films deposited on
(1 0 0) heavily doped n-type (n+) Si wafers to study the material properties of the
HWCVD films without potential complications from growth on an imperfect tem-
plate.
2.4.1 Achieving dense crystalline growth
This section focuses on evaluating the performance of epitaxial Si films grown at low
substrate temperature with HWCVD. Though the physical mechanisms governing
HWCVD have been previously studied [18–21, 40–43], empirical process tuning was
necessary to achieve the dense epitaxial microstructure which is the subject of this
work.
Unsuitable processing conditions led to highly-structured, fine-grain polycrys-
talline growth as shown in Figure 2.13. The films shown in Figure 2.13 was deposited
for 180 minutes using straight wires at R = 200, Tset = 390
◦C (a) or 450 ◦C (b), and
a total pressure of 120 mTorr. We found that a reduction in the chamber pressure to
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Figure 2.13. Scanning electron micrographs of polycrystalline films deposited by HWCVD for 180
minutes using straight wires at R = 200 and a total pressure of 120 mTorr. (a) is a plan view of the
film surface for a film deposited at Tset = 390
◦C. (b) is a cross-sectional image taken along a cleaved
edge of the substrate for a film deposited at Tset = 450
◦C; close inspection reveals the substrate/film
interface. These are examples of the microstructure observed when processing conditions were not
suitable for the epitaxial growth we were targeting.
80 mTorr during growth allowed us to access the epitaxial phase as shown in Figure
2.14 (all other deposition parameters were identical to those used for the film shown
in Figure 2.13a). Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) was used post
deposition to confirm that the deposited film was epitaxial. The RHEED pattern
shown in Figure 2.14b indicates (1 0 0) crystalline growth [45]. The deposition rate
under these conditions (80 mTorr) was approximately 1.5 nm min−1 as estimated
from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of a pinhole found in the film. Though this
reduced growth pressure yielded epitaxial growth, longer deposition times resulted in
roughening of the surface and twinned growth as shown in Figure 2.14c,d. This rough
film can be expected to exhibit a high defect density and be unsuitable for solar cell
applications.
We implemented cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) and
selected area electron diffraction to further understand the evolution of the growth
surface microstructure during deposition and the associated growth phase of the film.
Figure 2.15ab shows the surface microstructure of two films grown under identical
conditions for differing amounts of time. We observe that the surface evolves from the
flake-like morphology, to a rough cauliflower-like morphology with increased growth
time. Figure 2.15 shows an XTEM image and selected area diffraction patterns for the
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Figure 2.14. Scanning electron micrographs of two films deposited with HWCVD using straight
wires at R = 200, Tset = 390
◦C, and a total pressure of 80 mTorr. The film shown in (a) and (b)
was deposited for 180 minutes, and the film in (c) and (d) was deposited for 360 min. (a) and (c)
are plan view images of the film surface; (b) and (d) are cross-sectional images. The insets of (b)
and (d) are post-deposition RHEED patterns of the film surface. We note that the film grown for
360 min shows breakdown to rough, twinned growth.
film pictured in Figure 2.15b. The selective area diffraction patterns shown in Figure
2.15c show that growth evolves from a twinned phase (indicated by the observation
of higher-order diffraction spots) to fine-grain polycrystalline growth (indicated by
the emergence of rings on the diffraction pattern).
We found that a reduction in the substrate temperature during growth mitigated
roughening and breakdown of the epitaxial phase. This observation is consistent
with previous work which identified reduced oxygen contamination due to increased
hydrogen coverage of the growth surface as the mechanism for the observed reduction
in roughening at lower temperature [18, 21, 42]. This effect is shown in Figure 2.16.
Both samples were grown at 120 mTorr with R= 371, for 210 minutes. The increased
R (relative to that used to deposit the films in Figure 2.14) was used to achieve
epitaxial growth at higher chamber pressure. In addition, the film shown in Figure
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Figure 2.15. The evolution of film microstructure during HWCVD Si growth at R = 150, Tset =
450, and a pressure of 80 mTorr from twinned epitaxial to polycrystalline deposition. (a) and (b)
show SEM images of film surfaces for deposition times of 180 min (a) and 270 min (b). (c) shows an
XTEM image of the film shown in (b), along with selected area electron diffraction patterns taken
from the approximate regions indicated.
2.16 was deposited using coiled hot wires, the increased surface area of the wires
yielded an improved deposition rate of approximately 3.5 nm min−1.
2.4.2 Process control challenges in HWCVD
Since the low-temperature HWCVD epitaxial regime is achieved under high H2
dilution, atomic H etching of strained and amorphous Si-Si bonds is an important
process to consider when optimizing the process [44]. This etching process makes film
properties very sensitive to contamination and uncontrolled radical partial pressure
due to etching of material from the chamber walls. This presents two challenges. The
first is that it becomes difficult to control doping in the film, as doped material from
previous runs may be etched from the chamber components and redeposited in the
film. The second is that Si from chamber components can be abstracted back into
the gas phase resulting in uncontrolled precursor partial pressures. We have observed
evidence of both of these mechanisms.
After introducing a new, clean molybdenum sample carrier to the process, we
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Figure 2.16. Scanning electron micrographs of HWCVD films deposited with coiled wires at 120
mTorr with R= 371 for 210 minutes. The film shown in (a) and (b) was deposited at Tset = 450
◦C and that shown in (c) and (d) was deposited at Tset = 250 ◦C. The images in (a) and (c) were
taken at a 45◦ angle from the surface, the images in (b) and (d) are cross-sectional views. We note
that reduced substrate temperature yields a smoother surface microstructure.
noted a significant decrease in film deposition rate. To investigate the cause of this,
we deposited a film under a standard set of conditions expected to yield epitaxial
growth. A cross-sectional SEM image of this is shown in Figure 2.17a. We then ran
the reactor at 120 mTorr with the wire heated to their normal process temperature
of 1900 ◦C flowing only the SiH4/PH3 gas mixture (no hydrogen) for 1 hour with the
sample holder and the borosilicate glass backing plates, typically placed on top of
the growth substrate to help hold it in place during loading, present in the normal
deposition position. We noted dark material, likely rough a-Si had accumulated on the
sample holder and backing plates after this process. We then repeated a film growth
under standard deposition conditions and observed a dramatic increase in the film
thickness along with a change in the deposition phase from epitaxial to polycrystalline
growth. Cross section and plan view SEM images of this second film are shown in
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Figure 2.17bc. This result shows that the hydrogen rich processing conditions needed
to achieve epitaxial growth at low temperature via etching of strained Si-Si bonds
results in uncontrolled precursor partial pressure and thus inconsistent film growth
highly dependent on the state of the chamber and components.
1 µm 1 µm 5 µm 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.17. SEM images showing severe HWCVD process drift likely caused by redeposition of
material from chamber components. (a) shows a cross section of an epitaxial film deposited with a
new, clean substrate carrier. Note the substrate/film interface apparent in the micrograph. (b) and
(c) show cross section and plan view (respectively) of a film grown under the same conditions, but
immediately after a process was run on the empty sample holder while flowing only the SiH4/PH3
gas mixture. Both films were deposited at R = 371, Tset = 250
◦C, at a pressure of 120 mTorr. The
film in (a) was deposited for 313 minutes, and that in (b) and (c) for 296 min.
The other challenge posed by hydrogen rich deposition conditions is that contam-
inates may be redeposited in the film as material is etched from chamber components
during deposition. This is a concern for both impurities that induce electronic de-
fects in Si (such as metals or carbon) and for control of dopant incorporation. The
chamber has historically been used for deposition of both n- and p-type material.
Though it had been used for hundreds of hours for exclusively n-type deposition, we
found significant boron incorporation into the films persisted. This is shown in Figure
2.18, which shows secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) analysis (performed by
Evans Analytical Group) of an epitaxial HWCVD film. The film was also deposited
on a silicon on insulator (SOI) substrate and Hall measurements were performed.
Hall measurements on the 1 µm thick n-type SOI device layer indicated an electron
concentration of 2.97 ± 0.04 × 1014 cm−3 with a mobility of 5.3 ± 0.7 cm2 × 102 V−1
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s−1. Hall data for this bi-layer system in which the properties of one layer (the SOI
substrate) were known, was interpreted as described in [46] to extract the properties
of the HWCVD-grown layer. The results are shown in Table 2.1 (sample A).
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Figure 2.18. SIMS profiles on epitaxial HWCVD film showing phosphorus and boron concentrations.
Hall data for a sample from the same deposition run is given in the first entry in Table 2.1. The
film was grown at R = 323, 120 mTorr, Tset = 250
◦C for 480 min. The sample for this SIMS profile
was deposited on an heavily antimony doped Si substrate.
Table 2.1. Hall measurement results for epitaxial HWCVD films. Four point contacts were made
by thermally evaporating ∼200 nm of Al through a shadow mask. All films were grown with Tset =
250 ◦C, at a total pressure of 120 mTorr. Sample A was deposited prior to cleaning of the chamber
components while B, C and D were deposited after cleaning.
Sample R Growth Rate n µn
(H2/SiH4) (nm min
−1) (cm−3) (cm2 V−1 s−1)
A 323 2.7 4.50±0.04 × 1015 2.83±0.02 × 102
B 370 1.6 3.700±0.006 × 1016 2.022±0.003 × 102
C 400 1.2 2.557±0.002 × 1016 2.583±0.002 × 102
D 370 1.5 4.75±0.06 × 1016 1.72±0.02 × 102
CNo PH3 in process gas / No glass backing;
DNo glass backing
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In order to address this uncontrolled dopant incorporation we disassembled all
the internal chamber components and had them professionally cleaned. The removed
components are shown prior to cleaning in Figure 2.19. After cleaning, the boron
contamination persisted but was reduced as shown in Figure 2.20. However, the
electron density as measured by Hall measurements increased an order of magnitude
as shown in Table 2.1 (samples B, C, D). It was also postulated that boron from the
borosilicate glass used to back the Si substrate during growth was contributing to
contamination, however removing the backing pieces did not significantly alter the
observed electron concentration (Table 2.1, samples C and D). Although the doping
is difficult to control, the results in Table 2.1 show that we were able to consistently
dope the film n-type in the 1016 cm−3 regime, which is a reasonable doping level for an
n-type absorber layer. It is also worth noting that on a subsequent deposition during
which no additional PH3 was introduced to the chamber (Table 2.1, sample C) the
carrier density was measured to stay above 1016 cm−3. This highlights the difficulty in
controlling dopant and contaminant incorporation during low-temperature epitaxial
HWCVD growth. One possibility to mitigate this problem would be to clean the
chamber between uses. However, it is important to note that many perfluorinated
gasses (i.e., NF3, CF4, and SF6) used for cleaning deposition chambers are high-impact
global warming gasses [47].
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Figure 2.19. Removable components of the HWCVD chamber which were professionally cleaned to
mitigate contamination from material etching and redeposition. A: the hot-wire assembly used to
hold and make electrical contact to the tungsten wires. B: The gas inlet. C: Sample holder rails
which support the sample holder in the chamber. D: Mo sample holder, dark deposited material is
visible noting the contrast near the edges, where the holder is in contact with the support rails. E:
Support plate for the hot-wire assembly.
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Figure 2.20. SIMS profiles of an epitaxial grown HWCVD film (Sample B in Table 2.1) showing a
reduction in the boron contamination after cleaning of the chamber components.
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2.4.3 Performance of compact HWCVD epitaxial Si absorber layers
grown at low temperature
Ultimately, we were able to achieve stable growth in the targeted low-temperature
epitaxial regime using the general processing trends discussed in Section 2.4.1 to
optimize the observed microstructure and correct for process drift. An example of
such a film is shown in Figure 2.21. Even with the addition of doping control as
described in 2.4.2, the photovoltaic performance of these dense films as absorber layers
was poor. A film was deposited under the same conditions as that shown in Figure
2.21 on an RCA1 cleaned n+ Si wafer for 840 minutes. A junction was then formed
by depositing a PECVD emitter layer at Tset = 390
◦C, 400 mTorr, R=121, for 120
minutes. An n-type Si wafer was included for the emitter deposition process to serve
as a control against the HWCVD film. Both the n-type Si wafer and the HWCVD
film were HF dipped prior to PECVD emitter deposition. After junction formation
ITO was sputtered at room temperature through a shadow mask onto the PECVD
layer to serve as a transparent top contact. Note that heating during ITO deposition
was found to adversely affect the performance of the PECVD emitters. Back contact
was formed with Ga/In eutectic and protected with conductive silver print. The
control sample produced a Voc of 549.7 ± 0.3 mV under AM1.5G illumination, while
the HWCVD film produced a Voc of 201 ± 5 mV. Using a XeF2 etch to isolate the
devices under each ITO contact pad did not measurably improve the Voc.
Even though much was learned regarding the processing necessary to achieve
dense epitaxial growth and repeatable n-type doping at low substrate temperature,
we were not able to achieve high photovoltages with photovoltaic absorber layers
deposited with this method. Here, the epitaxial phase is accessed by implementing a
hydrogen rich processing environment resulting in etching of amorphous and strained
bonds. Although the films were single crystal, it is possible that they exhibit a high
crystallographic defect density due to limited surface mobility of film precursors at
low substrate temperature. In addition the hydrogen rich processing conditions result
in removal of material from the chamber and associated components which is a likely
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source of impurities that would also degrade the electronic material quality. Further
study on the exact nature of the defects and impurities in these materials could
provide more concrete insights into the factors limiting photovoltaic performance.
We note that it may be interesting to pursue applications of the optical properties of
low-temperature, HWCVD-grown polycrystalline films (such as that shown in Figure
2.17bc). These films appear black by eye indicating excellent optical absorption.
2 µm 
Figure 2.21. Scanning electron micrograph of a dense epitaxial HWCVD Si film growth at 120
mTorr, Tset = 250
◦C, R=371, for 780 minutes. A region of the film was protected with photoresist,
and then the sample was exposed to XeF2, a gaseous isotropic silicon etching agent. The pitting of
the film and substrate is a result of this etch. The apparent substrate/film interface is indicated by
the arrow. The growth rate was estimated to be 1.8 nm min−1
.
2.5 Conclusion
Though significant challenges remain to the realization of efficient deposited film
Si photovoltaics, the more general approach involving the use of thin (tens of µm
thick) crystalline absorbers remains an important area of research and development.
Promising approaches include epitaxy and lift off or kerf-less exfoliation from an
ingot, for example. Since different fabrication schemes can be expected to result in
materials with varying defect structure, a detailed understanding of the associated
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device physics, such as that developed in this chapter, will be important in their
optimization. Furthermore, high efficiency in such devices will require novel cell
architectures with both robust optical design, and excellent control of surfaces. Since
Si is an indirect gap semiconductor, absorption is relatively weak near its band
edge making it challenging to optimize optical absorption in a thin device. Also,
as the surface to volume ratio increases, well passivated surfaces become critical to
maintaining high operating voltages. Thus optimization of devices based on thin
c-Si absorbers will benefit from a detailed understanding of the multidimensional
optoelectronic device physics in governing their operation.
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Chapter 3
Device physics of silicon heterojunction solar cells
3.1 Introduction
Silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells, based on a heterojunction between hydro-
genated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and a crystalline silicon (c-Si) absorber, are a
promising approach to high-efficiency silicon-based photovoltaics; they are notable
for their high Voc, which can exceed 720 mV [48, 49]. In their most common im-
plementation which was pioneered by Sanyo with the heterojunction with intrinsic
thin layer (HIT) cell, SHJ cells employ a thin region of intrinsic a-Si:H to passi-
vate the c-Si surface [50, 51]. The deposition of a-Si:H at low temperature, usually
via plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), benefits cell manufactur-
ing by eliminating high temperature diffusion steps. The devices are also known to
maintain their performance better than homojunction devices at elevated operating
temperature, an important consideration for photovoltaic system performance in re-
alistic operating conditions [51, 52]. In addition, this approach is considered to be an
enabling technology for thin c-Si absorber designs [4]. A schematic of a typical SHJ
along with band diagrams at short circuit and open circuit is shown in Figure 3.1.
Note that the hole quasi-Fermi level (EFp) comes very close to the valence band edge
at the junction. This indicates the near-junction region of the c-Si is in inversion,
exhibiting a high concentration of holes at the surface; this inversion layer has been
observed by others experimentally [53–60].
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Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic of a SHJ. (b) The simulated band diagram for a SHJ at short circuit under
AM1.5G illumination. (c) The simulated band diagram for a SHJ at open circuit under AM1.5G
illumination. The electrical parameters are the same as those described in Section 3.4, except that
the bulk lifetime in the c-Si was increased to 0.1 ms to more closely represent a high-quality Si wafer.
Although SHJ cells have demonstrated high efficiency and have been commer-
cialized, a complete understanding of their device physics is still being developed.
Currently, the most common implementation of the SHJ structure is based on a 1D
structure in which layers are deposited uniformly over the entire wafer. However,
more advanced next generation designs including interdigitated back contact SHJ so-
lar cells, will benefit from improved understanding of the charge collection physics
in these devices [61–66]. In Section 3.2, we present simulations which suggest that
regions of epitaxy, which are known to form at the c-Si/a-Si:H interface, can in-
duce lateral transport of photo-excited carriers near the junction. In Section 3.3,
we present experimental investigations of this near-junction lateral transport mecha-
nism, and characterize the length scale over which such transport takes place. Finally
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in Section 3.4, we present simulations aimed at understanding the device physics of
textured SHJ devices based on film c-Si absorbers.
3.2 Local epitaxial defects
It is well known from experiments that to optimize photovoltaic conversion efficiency
of SHJ cells, care must be taken to control the a-Si:H/c-Si interfaces. Numerical
modeling and experiments have shown that recombination and charging due to
interface defects can degrade performance [52, 67–69]. Along with the passivation of
these interface defects, it has been shown experimentally that avoiding epitaxy during
the early stages of a-Si:H deposition is also critical to high performance [70–73]. It has
been proposed that this is due to poor quality of the epitaxy leading to recombination.
In this section we consider two-dimensional device physics simulations to study the
effects of these epitaxial layers. We model devices with a defect-rich epitaxial layer
covering the full wafer surface, and also those with isolated regions of epitaxy. We
show that even when defect-rich epitaxy is confined to a small percentage (∼5%)
of the wafer surface, performance can be significantly degraded and we describe the
device physics governing this effect. Finally, we consider the inclusion of a thin layer of
low-mobility microcrystalline Si (µc-Si) to reduce lateral carrier flow toward defective
pinhole regions and improve device performance.
3.2.1 Simulation details
The simulated cell is based on a 200 µm thick n-type Si wafer doped at 1016 cm−3. The
layer structure from front to back is a-Si:H(p)/a-Si:H(i)/c-Si(n)/a-Si:H(i)/a-Si:H(n)
with Ohmic front and back contacts. The doped a-Si:H regions are doped at 3 × 1019
cm−3. For the basic cell, in which no epitaxy is present, all a-Si:H layers are 5nm
thick. To model the effect of partial epitaxy, an additional c-Si layer is included so the
front junction layer structure is a-Si:H(p)/a-Si:H(i)/c-Si(epi)/c-Si(n), or a-Si:H(p)/c-
Si:H(epi)/c-Si(n) for the cases where epitaxy extends into the emitter region. The
combined thickness of the amorphous and epitaxial layers is fixed at 10 nm. The
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first 5 nm of crystalline epitaxy is assumed to be intrinsic, and the additional epitaxy
is doped at the same level as the a-Si:H emitter. We also consider isolated regions
of epitaxy in which the epitaxial region only covers a portion of the front junction,
the rest retains the a-Si:H(p)/a-Si:H(i)/c-Si(n) structure. The simulated structure is
illustrated in Figure 3.2. For all results presented here the simulation region width,
and thus the effective pitch between isolated epitaxial regions, is 500 nm.
a-Si (i) (5 nm) 
a-Si (p) (5 nm) 
epi c-Si 
c-Si (n) (200 µm) 
a-Si (i) (5 nm) 
a-Si (n) (5 nm) 
Figure 3.2. The SHJ cell structure used for device simulations. Defects are included in the epitaxial
c-Si region for which the width and thickness are varied. [74]
The electrical behavior of the heterojunctions is simulated taking into account
thermionic emission and tunneling at interfaces according to the Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin (WKB) approximation as implemented in the software package Sentaurus
Device based on the approach in Reference [75]. Tunneling has been shown to be
an important consideration for SHJ device [68]. The electrical properties and band
structure parameters for a-S:H are taken from Reference [34], with recombination
in the a-Si:H regions modeled based on the explicit inclusion of band tail and
Gaussian dangling bond traps according to the parameters presented in Reference
[34]. Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination is assumed in the Si wafer region
with electron and hole lifetimes of 100 µs. To model the effect of defects incorporated
into the c-Si epitaxial layers, we include varying densities (Nt) of mid-gap traps
(both acceptor and donor) with capture cross sections of 10−15 cm−2 in the epitaxial
region. The full electrostatics and recombination statistics of the traps in both the
epitaxial and a-Si:H layers are included. Doping dependent mobility and Auger
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recombination are also taken into account in the crystalline Si regions. Fermi statistics
are implemented for the entire structure.
In order to study the effects of including a layer with reduced mobility near the
front junction, we also perform calculations in which a region of µc-Si varying in
thickness from 10 nm to 100 nm is included just below the front a-Si:H / defective
c-Si layer. The combined thickness of the wafer and µc-Si is fixed at 200 µm. The
electron and hole mobilities in this region are estimated to be 5 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 1.65
cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. Recombination is included in this layer with electron and
hole SRH recombination lifetimes varied from 1 ns to 100 ns. All other properties of
this layer including the doping level are assumed to be the same as in the c-Si wafer.
We carry out the two-dimensional numerical simulations of these structures
with a commercial device physics simulation package [33]. The carrier generation
profile is calculated based on a single pass of AM1.5G illumination binned in 95
discrete wavelengths. The optical properties of a-Si:H are taken from spectroscopic
ellipsometry measurements of a-Si:H films. Current density – voltage (J-V) curves are
generated by varying voltage across the contacts and numerically solving the Poisson
and carrier transport equations (Equations 1.8–1.12) on a finite-element mesh for
each voltage.
3.2.2 Effects of defective epitaxial regions
We first consider the case in which the defect-rich epitaxial layer covers the entire
wafer surface. We perform simulations for different epitaxial layer thicknesses and
defect densities. Figure 3.3 shows Voc as a function of epitaxial layer thickness for
several values of the defect density. We find that Voc is not significantly degraded
until the defect density in the epitaxial layer exceeds 1017 cm−3. We also note that
as the thickness of the defective epitaxial layer increases, performance is degraded
in agreement with experimental reports in the literature [70–72]. Once the defect
density reaches ∼1019 cm−3, the Voc becomes severely degraded and is suppressed
below 500 mV once the epitaxy extends into the doped layer.
We next explore the effects of localized epitaxy on the wafer surface. Figure
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Figure 3.3. Simulated open-circuit voltage as a function of epitaxial thickness for defect-rich epitaxial
layers covering the entire wafer at the front heterojunction for varying values of mid-gap trap density
(as labeled) in the epitaxial layer. [74]
3.4 shows the hole (the minority carrier type in the wafer) current density at open
circuit for a structure in which a 6-nm-thick epitaxial region covers 25 nm of the
wafer surface. This corresponds to 5% coverage since the simulated region is 500 nm
wide. Figure 3.4b shows the case in which the epitaxial region has a defect density
of 1019 cm−3, and the device achieves a Voc of 588 mV, while Figure 3.4a shows the
hole current density for the same geometry but with a defect-free epitaxial layer at
its Voc of 674 mV. We see that the open circuit condition is met in the defective
case (Figure3.4b) with holes flowing toward the front of the cell where they turn and
flow along the a-Si:H/c-Si interface toward the defective epitaxial region. This is in
contrast defect-free case, which exhibits a significantly lower hole current density in
the wafer flowing toward the rear of the device; the direction holes would flow in a
forward biased diode in the dark.
We can understand this behavior by noting that the epitaxial region provides a
lower-resistance pathway for carrier collection than the thick a-Si:H regions, so carriers
tend to flow through the epitaxial region. If this region is defect-rich, those carriers
are subject to recombination before reaching the contact. Thus, the open circuit
condition is reached at a lower voltage, even though there remains a significant flow of
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Figure 3.4. Modeling results showing the magnitude and direction of the hole current density (Jh)
under illumination at open circuit at the front of the device for a 25 nm wide 6 nm thick epitaxial
region for two cases: (a) mid-gap trap density in the epitaxial region of 1 × 1019 cm−3 with the
inset showing a magnified view of the localized epitaxy and (b) defect-free epitaxial region. The
horizontal white lines indicate the edge of the depletion region. The black lines and arrows indicate
only the direction of current flow. [74]
photogenerated carriers in the wafer toward the front junction. Figure 3.4b also shows
that the holes flowing toward the defective region are flowing laterally only in the near-
interface region. An inversion layer of high carrier density has been experimentally
observed in this region due to the band alignment of the a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction as
shown in Figure 3.1 [53–60]. Thus a small gradient in the hole quasi-Fermi level, here
induced by the presence of the local epitaxy, can induce significant lateral currents.
This lateral transport of photocarriers in a near-junction inversion layer is a unique
feature of SHJ cells. In Section 3.3, we describe experiments characterizing the effect,
and its impact on the sensitivity of SHJ to interfacial defects.
Figure 3.5 summarizes how the presence of localized defect-rich epitaxy affects cell
performance across a range of parameters. Figure 3.5a illustrates that the primary
effect of increasing defect density in the epitaxial region is to limit the Voc. In
agreement with the microscopic explanation presented above, Figure 3.5b shows that
Voc can be significantly degraded in the presence of highly defective epitaxy, even
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Figure 3.5. (a) Simulated current density – voltage curves and conversion efficiencies for cells with
a 6 nm thick, 25 nm wide epitaxial region for changing values of mid-gap trap density (Nt) in the
epitaxial region. (b) Simulated open circuit voltages under illumination as a function of epitaxy
width for 3 nm (solid lines) and 6 nm (dashed lines) thick epitaxial regions for varying values of Nt
as labeled and indicated by color. [74]
if the epitaxial region is confined to a small percentage of the wafer surface. The
results presented in Figure 3.5b also indicate that this effect is intensified for thicker
epitaxial layers. We suggest that this is due to increased carrier flow through the
epitaxial region because of lower resistance in these thicker epitaxial regions than in
thinner ones.
3.2.3 Reduced-mobility layers to improve efficiency
It has previously been shown using equivalent circuit modeling that increased
distributed series resistance can limit the detrimental effects of spatial nonuniformities
in the electrical properties of solar cells [76]. Here, the observation of lateral carrier
flow in the wafer toward the defective epitaxial regions suggests that limiting the
carrier mobility in the region just below the heterojunction may act to mitigate the
effects of the defective epitaxial regions in a similar manner. We investigate this
possibility by including a region of reduced mobility, in this case µc-Si, between the
wafer and the a-Si regions as illustrated in Figure 3.6a. Here, we refer to the defective
crystalline regions protruding into the a-Si:H layers as pinholes, since they can no
longer be understood as epitaxial with respect to the wafer. Similar approaches have
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incorporated resistive nanocrystalline silicon oxide layers near contacts in thin-film Si
cells to mitigate shunt pathways in aggressively textured geometries. [77, 78].
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Figure 3.6. (a) The layer structure modeled when considering the use of reduced-mobility layers.
The pinhole region has the same properties as the epitaxial region considered above. (b) Simulated
solar conversion efficiencies for varying thickness of the µc-Si reduced-mobility layer for three values
of Nt, indicated by color as labeled. Solid and dashed lines indicate SRH lifetimes in the µc-Si of
100 ns and 1 ns respectively. The horizontal dotted lines represent the efficiencies of devices with
identical pinholes of given Nt but without a µc-Si layer. The pinhole region is 6 nm thick and 25
nm wide. [74]
We find that in cases of moderate to high defect level within the pinhole region,
the inclusion of 20 nm to 40 nm of low-mobility µc-Si below the heterojunction can
improve overall energy-conversion efficiency, even when the carrier lifetime in the µc-
Si layer is limited to 1 ns (Figure 3.6b). These improvements are substantial and
exceed 4% absolute efficiency in the case of highly defective pinhole regions (Nt = 3
× 1019 cm−3 in Figure 3.6). Care must be taken in applying this approach because
the introduction of a µc-Si layer can degrade performance in cases where the defective
pinhole is not strongly degrading performance (Nt = 3 × 1018 cm−3 in Figure 3.6b).
In addition, efficiency is degraded if the reduced-mobility layer is made too thick,
especially when carrier lifetime in that layer is low. It is important to note that
there will be experimental challenges related to the deposition of the a-Si:H films on
a µc-Si layer. In general, the microstructure of the a-Si:H layer is coupled to the
underlying substrate or µc-Si film. However, the inclusion of such mobility limiting
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layers remains a promising strategy to reduce the effects of defective pinhole-like
structures in heterojunction solar cells.
3.3 Experimental characterization of lateral inversion layer
transport in SHJ cells
The results in Section 3.2 indicate that the inversion layer near the junction in SHJ
solar cells can mediate carrier flow to defective areas. This mechanism clarifies the
physics underlying the well-known requirement that SHJ cells have a high quality
a-Si:H/c-Si interface. The prevailing understanding of this sensitivity is that, for
a long lifetime c-Si base passivated with a-Si:H, the length scale of sensitivity of
photo carriers to defects is governed by the bulk minority carrier diffusion length.
In this section, we present experimental results which support an alternate physical
mechanism for this sensitivity. As the simulation results in Section 3.2 suggest, we
show that the sensitivity of SHJ cells to interface quality is due in part to lateral
carrier transport in the inversion layer near the a-Si:H/c-Si interface.
The collection of photo-excited holes in the base can be intuitively understood as
a series of processes as illustrated in Figure 3.7. (1) Upon absorption of a photon,
electron-hole pairs are excited in the c-Si(n) absorber. (2) The holes undergo minority
carrier diffusion until they recombine in the bulk or reach the depletion region. (3)
The built-in electrostatic field in the depletion region sweeps the holes, via drift,
into the inversion layer. (4) The holes are collected from the inversion layer through
the a-Si:H(i) into the a-Si:H(p) emitter where they recombine with electrons at the
contact providing current to an external circuit. Note that for photons absorbed
within the depletion region, the process begins at step (2). Also, carriers that are
ultimately collected will, on average, only diffuse a lateral distance in the quasineutral
region approximately equal to their distance from the depletion region prior to being
collected via drift. The physical processes involved in (4) are not fully understood,
however they likely include thermionic emission, direct tunneling, and/or trap hoping
[68, 79, 80].
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Figure 3.7. Schematic illustration of carrier collection in SHJ solar cells. (1) Electron-hole pairs are
photo generated in the base. (2) Minority carriers diffuse to the depletion region. (3) The built-
in electrostatic field in the depletion regions sweeps carriers via drift into the inversion layer. (4)
Carriers are collected from the inversion layer into the a-Si:H emitter. In the presence of junction
defects, carriers in the inversion layer may flow laterally (4b) to the defect where they recombine
preventing collection. The dashed black line indicates the depletion region edge.
3.3.1 Laser-beam-induced current imaging of defective SHJ cells
In this section, we present the results of laser-beam-induced current (LBIC) measure-
ments designed to probe the dynamics of carrier transport which occur between step
(3) and step (4) in SHJ solar cells. Our measurements support the hypothesis, illus-
trated by pathway (4b) in Figure 3.7, that carriers can flow laterally toward defects
in the inversion layer at the a-Si:H/c-Si interface over a characteristic lateral distance
prior to collection into the emitter (step (4)). This process takes place with a charac-
teristic surface sampling length which is found to increase in forward bias indicating
that carriers have an increased probability of encountering a localized recombination
active defect and be lost prior to collection. Thus the experiments presented here
provide physical insight into the physics underlying the sensitivity of SHJ cells to
interface quality.
Our interpretation of the experiment as a probe of transport in the near-junction
inversion layer is justified by the use of laser wavelengths (633 nm and 488 nm)
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with relatively short absorption depths in Si, which result in photo-carrier generation
near the front junction. This minimizes lateral minority carrier diffusion in the
quasineutral region of the base prior to collection. We also collect LBIC data with
varying wavelength and observe that our results are wavelength independent, further
supporting our interpretation.
The LBIC experiment is carried out by scanning a focused laser beam over a SHJ
device and using the resulting photocurrent as a function of laser position on the
sample to form an image. The LBIC image thus indicates where useful photocurrent
is generated in the device. In our implementation, we used a Zeiss Imager.Z2m
microscope with LSM 710 and 0.25 NA objective to scan the laser beam over the
sample and the resulting current signal is passed through a transimpedance amplifier
with a gain of 105 Ω. The amplifier also enabled us to apply a DC bias to the
device and thus collect bias dependent photocurrent maps. We carried out the LBIC
experiment with laser wavelengths of both 633 nm and 488 nm. Note that because
the device was placed in forward bias, the dark current flowing over the entire area
of the cell competed with the local photocurrent signal, limiting the forward bias
at which photocurrent could be extracted and an image could be formed. This was
partially overcome by increasing the power of the laser by up to a factor of 2 in order
to obtain a measurable signal for a given bias. We verified that this did not affect
the shape of line profiles extracted from the LBIC images. For the purposes of this
study, LBIC profiles are normalized such that they converge to a maximum value of
unity far from any defective area.
To probe the lateral transport of carries, we performed the LBIC measurement on
a SHJ cell with localized intentionally induced defects in the heterojunction. The cells
were fabricated by collaborators at E´cole Polytechnique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne using
processes described in detail elsewhere [81–83]. Briefly, a-Si:H layers were deposited
via plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition onto polished n-type float-zone wafers
((100) oriented, 280 µm thick, with a resistivity of 4 Ω cm) after removing the native
oxide in hydrofluoric acid. An intrinsic/p-type a-Si:H stack was deposited on the
front side to collect holes, and an intrinsic/n-type a-Si:H stack approximately 15 nm
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thick was deposited on the rear side to collect electrons. To form the contacts, ITO
was sputtered onto both sides of the wafers. In keeping with previous optimization
[83], the target thickness and sheet resistance were 70 nm and 100 Ω/sq for the front
ITO layer, and 150 nm and > 500 Ω/sq for the rear. A silver layer was then sputtered
over the rear ITO layer, and a silver grid was screen printed on the front contact to
finish the cells.
The defects were created by irradiating a target area of the device with a 30
keV focused ion beam (FIB) of Ga ions. The irradiation was carried out for varying
ion doses between 6 × 1012 and 6 × 1013 ions cm−2 over a 43 µm × 50 µm area
of the cell through the front ITO contact, avoiding the contact grid. We note that
in this application, the ion beam does not remove a significant amount of material
as in typical applications of the FIB milling technique. Instead, we observed local
performance degradation in SHJ devices after irradiation of the ITO top contact under
typical FIB imaging conditions. We attribute the observed reduction in photocurrent
to damage to the junction caused by atoms scattered from the ITO layer. This is
confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations [84] of Ga ions impinging on a 70 nm thick ITO
layer on Si, which indicated that while negligibly few Ga ions would be expected to
penetrate the full thickness of the ITO layer, forward scattered In, Sn, and O atoms
reach the Si region. The advantage of inducing a defect of known size and location is
that it can be used to probe the device physics in the pristine regions of the device
immediately surrounding it.
Figure 3.8ab show examples of the LBIC images collected for the defect which
was created with a dose of 6 × 1013 ions cm−2. The white box in Figure 3.8b, shows
the location of the FIB induced defect. Comparison of Figure 3.8ab shows that as
the forward bias is increased, the lateral influence of the defective region increases,
thus increasing the effective cross-sectional area of the defect. Note that the images
in Figure 3.8ab were taken at different laser powers and are not normalized, thus the
absolute magnitude of the current signal in the two images is not directly comparable;
recall that the DC offset to the LBIC signal due to the cell dark current also increases
at forward bias. The increasing effective cross-sectional area of the defective region
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in forward bias is further characterized in Figure 3.8c, which shows profiles of the
LBIC images taken along the dotted white line indicated in Figure 3.8b, with 0
corresponding to the edge of the ion irradiated region.
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Figure 3.8. Laser-beam-induced current measurements for a laser wavelength of 633 nm near junction
defects in a SHJ solar cell. The region indicated by the white box in (b) was irradiated with a dose
of 6 × 1013 Ga ions cm−2. (a) Shows the LBIC map for a bias voltage of 200 mV. (b) Shows the
LBIC map around the same defect when the cell is forward biased by 375 mV. Note the data in (a)
and (b) were taken under different laser intensities. (c) Shows normalized line profiles taken along
the dashed white line shown in (b) for bias voltages of 0, 100, 200, 300, 350, 375, 400, 425, and 430
mV. [85]
The change in y-intercept for the profiles shown Figure 3.8c indicates that as the
forward bias increases, the recombination activity of the defective region increases.
This can be understood by noting that, as the device is forward biased, the electron
concentration in the junction region increases by several orders of magnitude as shown
by the changing position of EFn in Figure 3.1bc. This induces a similarly large increase
in the recombination activity of any defects in that region according to Shockley Read
Hall recombination statistics [22].
We also observe, as shown in Figure 3.8, that as forward bias is increased, the
effective region over which the defect reduces carrier collection increases. We attribute
this to an increases the average length along the a-Si:H/c-Si interface that a hole can
traverse prior to collection out of the inversion layer. Due to the high density of holes
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present at the interface, significant lateral currents can be induced by small lateral
gradients in the hole quasi-Fermi level. This is evident from Equation 3.1, the general
expression for the hole current density accounting for both drift and diffusion, where
µp is the hole mobility, p is the hole concentration, and EFp is the hole quasi-Fermi
energy.
~Jp = µpp~∇EFp (3.1)
In this experiment, the gradient in the hole quasi-Fermi level is induced by the ion-
irradiated defective region. Carriers can participate in this lateral conduction until
they are either collected into the emitter contributing to the measured photocurrent or
lost to other recombination processes along the pristine interface. This characteristic
length is reflected in the shape of the LBIC profiles shown in Figure 3.8c.
We quantify the characteristic distance over which holes are sensitive to the defect
by fitting the normalized LBIC profiles to a simple exponential function:
1− Ae− xLh , (3.2)
which yields excellent fits to the data. Here the parameter A is included to account for
the fact that at changing bias, the y-intercept of the LBIC profile changes. Note that a
negative y-intercept is possible at forward bias when there is not enough photocurrent
to overcome the forward bias dark current of the device. The parameter of greatest
interest however is Lh which corresponds to the distance from the defect edge that
the photocurrent recovers to 1− 1
e
of its value far from the defect relative to its value
at the edge of the defective region. Lh is thus interpreted as the characteristic length
scale over which holes in the inversion layer are sensitive to interface defects. Note
that since hole transport in the inversion layer is a combination of drift and diffusion,
Lh, cannot be interpreted as a diffusion length.
Figure 3.9 shows how Lh changes with forward cell bias for three different defective
region ion doses. We note the general agreement between values of Lh for the
three different ion doses supporting our interpretation of Lh as a general parameter
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characterizing lateral hole transport length in pristine regions of the cell. We observe
that Lh increases as forward bias is increased. This is consistent with experimental
observations that poor interface quality tends to adversely affect fill factor and Voc
[52, 70–72]. We postulate that this increase in Lh is due to a reduced carrier collection
rate of holes from the inversion layer due to a reduction in the strength of the junction
electric field driving collection at forward bias. This would in turn increase the
characteristic distance that holes would laterally traverse in the inversion layer prior
to collection. Note that we observe values for Lh exceeding 50 µm. Using the area of a
circle with radius 50 µm, we estimate a tolerable surface density of defects ∼104 cm−2.
The ultimate impact of defects at any surface density on overall device performance
will also be dependent on the capture cross section and associated recombination
activity of the defect itself. Due to the experimental limitations discussed above,
that the laser generated current must be larger than the forward bias dark current
over the entire device area, we were not able to make measurements beyond 430 mV
in forward bias, and Lh is expected to increase even further at higher biases.
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Figure 3.9. The characteristic length scale (Lh) over which holes in the inversion layer are lost to
recombination in a nearby junction defect. The values were extracted from line scans such as those
shown in Figure 3.8c for LBIC maps formed with both 633 nm and 488 nm laser wavelength, varying
applied forward bias, and different ion doses. [85]
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A key point in the physical interpretation of our experiment and results is that the
lateral transport mechanism occurs primarily in the inversion layer. This is supported
by the agreement between the values of Lh measured with laser wavelengths of 488
and 633 nm as shown in Figure 3.9. The Beer-Lambert absorption lengths for Si
at these wavelengths are 0.8 µm and 3 µm respectively [86], thus the fraction of
photocurrent generated in and near the depletion region changes significantly for the
two wavelengths, however this does not correspond to a significant change in the
measured lateral hole transport length, Lh. Thus we conclude that the device physics
governing Lh are dominated by carrier dynamics occurring after photogenerated holes
enter the depletion region and are quickly swept into the inversion layer.
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Figure 3.10. LBIC profiles taken with laser wavelengths of 488 nm and 633 nm for forward biases
of (a) 200 mV and (b) 300 mV. The ion dose to the defective region was 2 × 1015 cm2. [85]
Figure 3.10 further illustrates the agreement between the results obtained under
varying laser wavelength. We note the change in y-intercept in Figure 3.10b, which
we attribute to increased sampling of the defective near-surface region of the wafer at
shorter wavelengths when the laser is directly illuminating the defective region. Also,
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note that both wavelengths have relatively short absorption depths. Thus, even as the
depletion region shrinks in forward bias, carriers do not have to diffuse long distances
in order to be collected. Since the diffusion process is governed by random walks of
individual carriers, it is expected that the carriers that are ultimately collected would
typically diffuse laterally in the quasineutral region a distance roughly equivalent
to their distance from the depletion edge. Thus the carriers contributing to the
LBIC signal would be expected to diffuse laterally a distance of several µm or less in
the quasineutral region, a distance much smaller than the length scale of the LBIC
measurement (tens to hundreds of microns) as shown in Figure 3.8c.
3.3.2 White-light-biased, selected-area-illumination measurements with
variable i-layer thickness
We also investigated the inversion layer lateral transport mechanism with white-light-
biased, selected-area-illumination (WLB-SAL) experiments. These were carried out
on SHJ structures with isolated contacts patterned over regions of variable a-Si:H(i)
thickness. While the experiments described in Section 3.3.1 rely on a defective region
to induce lateral transport in the inversion layer, the approach described in this section
takes advantage of internal potential drops across a variable intrinsic layer thickness
in the junction under bias. For a given device bias, as the intrinsic layer thickness
is increased, thus increasing the width of the junction, the electrostatic field driving
carrier collection out of the inversion layer is reduced [80].
The WLB-SAL experiment is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.11. In this
experiment, the regions of thin a-Si:H(i) are analogous to the regions of isolated
epitaxy discuss in Section 3.2 and illustrated in Figure 3.2, except that there are
no additional recombination active defects associated with the thin i-layer in these
experiments. The structure is illuminated with white-light bias illumination of
variable intensity, producing a photovoltage in the device. A key feature of the
measurement scheme is that the white-light bias maintains a uniform photovoltage
over the structure, even though some regions of the surface are not directly contacted.
During the measurement itself, the “upper” and “lower” contacts are maintained at
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Figure 3.11. Schematic illustration of the white-light-biased, selected-area-illumination experiment.
The SHJ structure is uniformly illuminated with white light inducing a known photovoltage
uniformly across the junction. A small optical excitation is then applied and the resulting
photocurrent at each contact location is observed with the lock-in amplification technique.
this voltage with external voltage sources, and a small additional optical excitation
is focused on the device through the “upper” contact. This excitation is chopped
and the resulting photocurrent is separately measured in the “upper” and “lower”
contacts with a lock-in amplifier. We use a variable intensity halogen lamp to
provide the white-light bias, and a chopped 635 nm diode laser fiber-coupled into
the Zeiss Imager.Z2m microscope with LSM 710 for the local excitation. As noted
above, collection of the holes is expected to be driven by a stronger field under the
“lower” contact, inducing lateral hole current flow. This lateral current flow can be
characterized by the current splitting ratio Ilower/Itotal as the distance between the
contacts is varied, where Itotal is the sum of the current collected in both contacts.
Fabrication of the experimental structure was based on several deposition and
etching steps as illustrated in Figure 3.12. The a-Si:H layers were deposited by
collaborators at E´cole Polytechnique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne (EPFL). The first step
in the fabrication was to deposit 300 nm of SiO2 via PECVD. Photolithography was
then carried out with positive photoresist (S1813) to mask the SiO2 at the position
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Figure 3.12. Illustration of the fabrication steps for the SHJ cells studied with the WLB-SAL
experiment. Also shown is an overlay between a scanning optical micrograph and LBIC map taken
at short circuit of a finished structure, with the LBIC signal simultaneously collected from both
contacts. While the schematics all show the structure in cross section, the LBIC/optical image
shows the plan view. In the LBIC color map, red the maximum signal and blue is no signal. The
probe tips used to contact the structure are also visible.
of the “lower” contact. Then, a 5 nm thick initial a-Si:H(i) layer was deposited.
Photolithography was again used, this time with a negative resist (AZ5214 in image
reversal mode) to mask the entire sample surface except for the location of the “lower”
contact. A XeF2 etch (a non-plasma dry isotropic Si etch) was carried out for 10 s
at 2000 mTorr to remove the small region of a-Si:H on top of the oxide. The oxide
was then removed with an HF etch and the photoresist was removed with acetone.
To ensure a high-quality interface for subsequent PECVD steps, the samples were
cleaned in an oxygen plasma for 9 minutes at 300 mTorr. This step is expected to
result in a thin oxide layer on the a-Si:H which was then removed with a brief HF
dip immediately prior to the subsequent a-Si:H layer deposition. A second a-Si:H
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layer of thickness 5 nm was then deposited immediately followed by a 5 nm a-Si:H(p)
emitter and sputtered ITO top contact. A positive resist photolithography process
was then used to mask the contact regions, and a 35 second 2:1 H2O:HCl etch used to
remove the ITO from the non-contact regions. Finally, the remaining photoresist was
removed from the contacts with acetone. Control structures in which the a-Si:H(i)
layer is uniformly 10 nm thick were also fabricated simultaneously on the same wafer
with the use of a modified photolithography pattern which does not mask the initial
SiO2 layer. The width of the contacts was 80 µm and the pitch was varied.
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Figure 3.13. The current splitting ratio observed for changing contact pitch in the WLB-SAL
experiment for white-light photovoltages of 300 mv and 500 mV. The control structure is one in
which the a-Si:H(i) is uniformly 10 nm thick. Lateral transport is observed to increase at higher
forward bias (500 mV).
The results from the WLB-SAL experiment are shown in Figure 3.13. At 300
mV white-light bias, the current splitting ratio is low, and there is little difference
between the control and experimental case. This indicates minimal lateral transport
to the “lower” contact from the location of the optical excitation under the “upper”
contact. However, when the white-light-induced photovoltage is increased to 500
mV, we see a significant increase in the current splitting fraction for both the control
and experimental samples, indicating a significant number of carriers are traveling
laterally and being collected in the “lower” contact. Note that in the control case,
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both contacts are in fact over the same 10 nm thick a-Si:H(i) layer. At 500 mV, the
current splitting ratio in the experimental structure is much higher than in the control.
We attribute this to the increased collection field under the “lower” contact, driving
more rapid hole collection and inducing a lateral flow of carriers toward the “lower”
contact region of the junction. Also note that more than half of the photocurrent is
actually collected at the “lower” contact for closely spaced contacts. The 500 mV
control case indicates that even in the absence of a non-uniformity in the junction
itself, carriers tend to sample an increased area of the junction at higher forward bias.
These results are consistent with our interpretation of the results described in section
3.3.1. Both the LBIC and WLB-SAL experiments show that as the bias is increased,
the characteristic length scale that carriers can traverse in the inversion layer prior
to collection increases.
The modeling results presented in Section 3.2 and the experimental results
described in Section 3.3, both show that lateral charge transport in the inversion
layer at an a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction is an important mechanism to consider in SHJ
cells. While holes dwell in the inversion layer prior to collection, they may diffuse
or drift laterally for tens of microns. The proposed lateral transport mechanism
partially explains the well-known requirement that the junction interface be high
quality. Because significant currents can be induced in the inversion layer by small
gradients in quasi-Fermi level, carriers can easily flow to defect sites and recombine.
It is important to note that under one-sun illumination which includes near-band-gap
photons, carriers will be generated throughout the absorber and lateral diffusion in
the quasi-neutral region will also be an important transport mechanism. The bias
dependence of our results below the maximum power point suggest that high-quality
interfaces are important not just for high Voc, but also for optimum fill factor, and
demonstrates that controlling surface quality is important for full optimization of the
current-voltage behavior of SHJ cells.
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3.4 Pyramidal structuring of film-silicon-based heterojunc-
tion cells
Beyond their applications in wafer-based devices, heterojunctions formed between
a-Si:H and c-Si are an enabling technology for film crystalline or thin kerf-less
wafer silicon solar cells [4]. This is due to the excellent surface passivation of
the a-Si:H(i) on the wafer surface, which becomes more important as the surface
to volume ratio increases in thin devices. In this section we consider the device
physics of HIT junctions formed on a film c-Si absorber which has been textured
to improve its light-trapping characteristics [23]. The devices considered here are
based on c-Si absorber layers grown via HWCVD by collaborators at the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The approach they implement is similar
to that described in Chapter 2, however the deposition is carried out at higher
substrate temperature [19, 22, 23]. In addition, instead of forming the junction with
a microcrystalline emitter, a-Si:H is used forming a SHJ structure.
While pyramidal texturing achieved with an anisotropic potassium hydroxide etch
increases the Jsc of these devices, it has been observed to reduce their Voc by tens
of mV [23]. The origin of this reduction in Voc is not apparent from experiments
alone. One possible explanation is that it is a feature of the fundamental device
physics associated with the geometry of a heterojunction formed on a thin crystalline
layer in which the pyramid depth is comparable to the film thickness. An alternative
explanation is that texturing the surface complicates the fabrication process and
results in more surface defects at the junction, possibly due to the inclusion of voids
at the peaks or valleys with a-Si:H. In order identify which of these explanations is
applicable, we carry out 2D optoelectronic simulations of the structures assuming
that the heterojunction itself remains high quality.
The electrical parameters used for simulation are based on parameters imple-
mented at NREL in 1D AFORS-HET simulations to model the performance of an
experimental device grown via HWCVD [22]. In this study we carried out the 2D
electrical simulations using Synopsys TCAD with Sentaurus Device [33]. The basic
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Table 3.1. Basic a-Si:H electrical parameters used for pyramidal SHJ cell simulations
Dielectric constant 11.9
Band gap 1.72 eV
Electron affinity 3.94 eV
Effective density of states (CB) 1 × 1020 cm−3
Effective density of states (VB) 1 × 1020 cm−3
Mobility (electron, hole) 20 cm2 V−1 s−1, 5 cm2 V−1 s−1
Thermal velocity (electrons and holes) 4.27 × 104 cm s−1
Acceptor concentration (p-layer) 1 × 1019 cm−3
a-Si:H parameters used for this study are given in Table 3.1. In the c-Si regions,
trap mediated recombination was accounted for by specifying a bulk lifetime. The
c-Si base had an active donor concentration of 5 × 1016 cm−3, bulk SRH lifetimes
for both electrons and holes of 3 × 10−7 s, an electron mobility of 300 cm2 V−1 s−1,
and a hole mobility of 167 cm2 V−1 s−1. Note the absorber lifetimes are shorter
than what would be expected in a high-quality wafer-based device due to the fact
that the devices considered here are based on deposited film c-Si. The c-Si BSF
or template layer had an active donor concentration of 2 × 1019 cm−3, the default
doping dependent SRH lifetimes for electrons and holes (5 × 10−8 and 1.5 × 10−9
s, respectively), and the default doping dependent mobilities for electrons and holes
(87.47 and 67.52 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively). Auger recombination was accounted for
in both c-Si layers with the default parameters. The full statistics and electrostatics
of trap mediated recombination were simulated in the a-Si:H regions with the trap
parameters suggested by Schropp and Zeman [34]. A distributed series resistance of
2 Ω cm2 was included at the emitter contact to account for series resistance losses
in a practical device. Here we used a thermionic emission model for the a-Si:H/c-Si
interface and did not include a tunneling model. The layer structure of the front
heterojunction was c-Si, 6 nm a-Si:H(i), 10 nm a-Si:H(p), and an 80 nm ITO top
contact; all thicknesses are expressed as normal to the c-Si surface. These simulation
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parameters were found to give an excellent fit to experimental data obtained by our
collaborators as shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14. Agreement between the simulated and experimental current density – voltage curves
for a planar c-Si film-based SHJ solar cell. The layer structure from top to bottom is 80 nm ITO,
10 nm a-Si:H(p) 6 nm a-Si:H(i), 3 µm c-Si base, and 200 µm BSF/template wafer. All layers are
flat and the optical portion of the simulation was calculated via TMM. The simulated efficiency of
the device was 7.52%
The geometry of the simulated pyramidal structure is shown in Figure 3.15. We
vary the ratio between the pyramid etch depth P , and the total base thickness B. The
generation rate profiles in the structures were calculated via optical FDTD simulations
for wavelengths between 375 nm and 1075 nm at 50 nm increments and weighted by
the AM1.5G spectrum and taken as input into the electrical simulation [87, 88]. In
some instances, we imposed the assumption of uniform generation in the a-Si:H and
c-Si regions to isolate the optical and electrical effects of the structure.
Figure 3.16 shows how the Voc changes for changing pyramid depth (P ). We
observe a small increase in the Voc with increasing pyramid depth. We note some
variability in this trend is apparent in the one-sun simulation. We attribute this to
an optical effect which varies the amount of available photocurrent. This variability
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also affects the Jsc as shown in Figure 3.16b. When the variability is removed by
uniformly scaling the optical generation rate for each structure such that they exhibit
identical Jsc, the trend of increasing Voc becomes more clear.
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Figure 3.15. Simulated Shockley Read Hall recombination rate in the c-Si region at open circuit for
a thin pyramidally structured SHJ solar cell, with a total base thickness (B) of 6 µm and a pyramid
depth (P ) of 2 µm. Note the SRH recombination appears as 0 in the a-Si:H regions. However, the
simulated trap mediated recombination in these regions is not in fact 0, this value on the plot is
an artifact of the use of explicit trap occupation simulations for the a-Si:H region and bulk SRH
statistics in the c-Si region. The solid white line indicates the calculated edge of the fully depleted
region around the junction. The dashed white line indicates the a-Si:H/c-Si interface.
We also consider the case, shown in Figure 3.16a in which B and P are
simultaneously varied to maintain a constant average thickness for the absorber layer,
which is equivalent to maintaining a constant surface/volume ratio. In this case we
also use a constant uniform generation profile in the structure, chosen to yield a Jsc
of 18.55 mA cm−2. The use of a uniform generation profile completely removes any
optical effects associated with the changing geometry, and allows us to investigate only
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the electrical properties. In this case, where total absorber volume is held constant,
we observe that Voc becomes constant with the pyramid depth P . This suggests that
the increase in Voc with increasing pyramid depth is due to a reduction in the total
bulk recombination associated with a reduced total absorber volume. In other words,
we conclude that the Voc is limited by bulk recombination in these shorter-lifetime
film absorber devices.
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Figure 3.16. Simulated open circuit voltage and short circuit current for textured SHJ solar cells.
Both the “full simulation” and “matched Jsc” data sets are from simulations with B fixed at 6 µm.
The full simulation data represents the results from simulations including FDTD calculations of the
optical generation rate under one-sun illumination. The matched Jsc data is from simulations in
which the FDTD calculated generation profiles were scaled such that each device matched the Jsc
of the B = 6 µm, P = 0.5 µm. The “constant volume and generation” data set is for simulations in
which B and P were simultaneously varied to maintain the average thickness of the B = 6 µm, P
= 0.5 µm structure, and a uniform generation profile chosen to yield a Jsc of 18.55 mA cm
−2 was
used.
This is further supported by considering the simulated SRH recombination rate
at Voc as shown in Figure 3.15 in the context of the observation that Voc tends to
increase with increasing pyramid depth. Figure 3.15 shows that recombination in
the base layer is highest at the depletion region edge. This is due to the carrier
concentrations and associated recombination statistics [22]. However, at constant
B, an increasing pyramid height P , the surface/volume ratio increases, increasing
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the fractional volume of the high recombination associated with the depletion region
edge. Despite this, we observe an increase in Voc, indicating that recombination
activity over the total absorber volume limits Voc. This explanation is also consistent
with the fact that the elevated recombination rate near the depletion region edge is
only approximately a factor of 10 higher than elsewhere but the volume over which
the elevated recombination takes place is small as shown in Figure 3.15.
Thus the simulations rule out a fundamental limitation of the device physics
imposed by a pyramid height comparable to the total absorption thickness. Instead,
we conclude that observations of limited Voc in pyramidally structured film SHJ
solar cells [23] are due to processing complications associated with achieving a-Si:H
deposition on the structured surface.
3.5 Conclusion
The carrier collection physics of SHJ cells are fundamentally different from homo-
junction devices. While high efficiencies have already been achieved with SHJ cells,
continued improvements in the understanding of their device physics will aid in the
optimization of future generations of SHJ cells. As SHJ structures are implemented
in more complex multidimensional geometries such as the interdigitated back contact
scheme, it will be important to consider lateral carrier transport mechanisms such
as the inversion layer transport discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. SHJ cells are also
promising for application in thin-absorber applications such as kerf-less or film Si. In
these applications, the full consideration of their device physics is critical to diagnos-
ing performance-limiting mechanisms and understanding how the properties of the
absorber material ultimately affects device performance as discussed in Section 3.4.
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Chapter 4
Unified modeling of optical, electrical, and
material properties in thin-film solar cells
4.1 Introduction
In order to maximize solar cell efficiency, it is necessary to optimize both the electrical
device physics and the optical absorption of the device. Typically, these two problems
are treated separately, though compromises between optical and electrical properties
are frequently necessary [89, 90]. One route toward realizing benefits to both electrical
and optical performance is to use the electrical advantages of thin absorbing layers in
combination with light-trapping structures to increase optical absorption within the
active layer of the solar cell. The electrical benefits of thin absorbing layers vary for
different materials systems [11, 90–92]. For collection-limited semiconductors, thin
absorbing layers reduce the need for long diffusion length material. For hydrogenated
amorphous Si (a-Si:H) cells, decreased thickness can lead to improved stability and
increased open-circuit voltages (Voc) [91, 92]. In addition, thin active regions offer the
advantage of decreased cell manufacturing time and cost of raw materials, as well as
enabling large scale deployment of scarce materials [92, 93]. However, efficient light
trapping is critical to realizing these benefits of thin devices since a reduction in the
total material volume decreases the probability that incident light is fully absorbed
in the active region.
Standard approaches to light trapping in thin-film solar cells rely on randomly
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textured substrates or films to achieve light trapping [94, 95]. However, significant
attention has recently been directed toward designed nanostructuring of solar cells
[93, 96]. These nanophotonic approaches to light trapping take advantages of metallic
and dielectric optical resonances and waveguide modes in periodic or quasi-periodic
structures. Such nanostructures offer the ability to control light absorption within
a device, and many studies take advantage of theoretical optical analysis to model
absorption in these devices and optimize the light-trapping structures [96]. To date,
most theoretical studies of light trapping account only for optical effects, but modeling
both the electronics and optics of advanced photovoltaic devices is preferable in
order to account for carrier recombination and realistically predict device performance
[88, 97, 98].
In this chapter, we describe a simulation-based method for simultaneously opti-
mizing the optical and electrical properties of thin-film solar cells with nanophotonic
light-trapping structures. A key challenge in the optimization of light-trapping struc-
tures is to account for the interdependent optical and electrical properties of solar
cells, including variations in material quality. We address this challenge with multi-
dimensional optoelectronic simulations that fully account for the optical properties of
the device structures and imperfect carrier collection. We present the details of this
modeling approach in Section 4.2, and demonstrate that it can be used to reproduce
experimental results in Section 4.3. We demonstrate that light-trapping structures
can be designed to reduce the fraction of light parasitically absorbed within the device
and measurably increase the internal quantum efficiency of charge collection in Sec-
tion 4.4. In Section 4.5, we discuss the optimization of light-trapping feature aspect
ratio and show how our method can be extended to directly account for localized
regions of defective material induced by light-trapping structures. This study focuses
on a-Si:H solar cells, though the methods are general and applicable to other material
systems as well. Our results highlight the full potential of engineered nanophotonic
light trapping, showing that optical design can be leveraged to benefit the electrical
properties of solar cells.
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4.2 Model details
The structures studied here are based on an n-i-p a-Si:H device; in some instances,
the substrate is textured, in which case we assume all layers are conformally deposited
over the nanostructured substrate. The n-i-p (or p-i-n, in a superstrate configuration)
device structure is implemented in a-Si:H solar cells so that a built-in electrostatic
field is maintained across the i-layer to drive carrier separation and collection.
Carrier collection via drift in a-Si:H solar cells is used because of the low carrier
mobility, and thus short minority carrier diffusion lengths, in a-Si:H. Our approach
is to first carry out single-wavelength, full-wave optical simulations with the finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The carrier generation profile in the a-
Si:H is extracted from the FDTD results for each wavelength and is weighted by
the AM1.5G spectrum. The resulting white-light generation profile is then taken
as input into a finite element method (FEM) device physics simulation in which
the electrostatic and carrier transport equations are numerically solved in the a-Si:H
region to extract the current density – voltage (J-V) characteristics of the device.
The electrical simulation step accounts for imperfect carrier collection efficiency. The
integration of optical and electrical simulations using the software tools implemented
here was originally developed by Kelzenberg [88]. From the simulated J-V curve,
we extract the open circuit voltage (Voc), the short circuit current density (Jsc),
the fill factor (FF ), and the resulting conversion efficiency. We also use the single-
wavelength generation profiles as input into short-circuit calculations to simulate
spectral external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the device. This approach accounts
for the full microscopic optoelectronic device physics of the cell under illumination
and bias in complex geometries.
The structures are based on, from bottom to top, 200 nm of nanostructured Ag,
a 130 nm thick aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO) layer, a variable thickness n-i-
p a-Si:H active region, and an 80 nm indium doped tin oxide (ITO) layer. The
AZO layer is commonly employed in n-i-p a-Si:H devices both to block diffusion of
the Ag into the a-Si:H during growth and to decrease optical losses associated with
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coupling to surface plasmon polariton modes [99]. Except where noted otherwise,
the simulations are done in 2D to take advantage of reduced computational demand.
The corresponding implied 3D structures would be extended in the third dimension
to make grating-like structures. In all plots of spatial results presented here, we have
stitched together three copies of the simulated region in order to help the reader
visualize the periodic structure.
The first step in our approach is to carry out optical simulations by numerically
solving Maxwells equations with a commercial FDTD simulation package [87]. Single-
wavelength simulations are carried out at 10 nm increments in wavelength between
350 and 800 nm. Both transverse electric and transverse magnetic polarizations of
incident light are simulated, and the results averaged to model unpolarized sunlight.
The optical constants for ITO, AZO, and a-Si:H were taken from experimental
measurements [91]. The optical constants for Ag were obtained from a Lorentz-
Drude fit to values given by Palik [100] as described by Rakic et al. [101]. Each
single-wavelength simulation (at wavelength λ) results in an optical field intensity,
|E(~r, λ)|2, profile in the simulated structure. We then calculated the wavelength
dependent generation rate, profile, Gopt(~r, λ), in the a-Si:H using
Gopt(~r, λ) =
ε′′(λ)|E(~r, λ)|2
2~
(4.1)
derived from the divergence of the Poynting vector, where ε′′ is the imaginary part
of the permittivity. These single-wavelength generation profiles were weighted by the
AM1.5G spectrum to obtain a one-sun, white-light generation profile, Gopt(~r), within
the a-Si:H. We define the parameter Jopt, the optical current density, as the total
current that would be extracted if every photon absorbed in the a-Si:H resulted in
an electron-hole pair that was collected with unity quantum efficiency. It is obtained
by integrating the generation rate Gopt(~r), over the a-Si:H region. Similarly we define
Jopt,i to be the optical current density in the intrinsic a-Si:H only. Taking the ratio
of Jsc to Jopt gives in an internal quantum efficiency of charge collection, referred
to here as the electrical internal quantum efficiency (EIQE). Note the distinction
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between EQE, which is normalized to the total incident radiation, and EIQE, which is
normalized to the total radiation absorbed in the a-Si:H. We also note that parasitic
losses in the non-active layers (Ag, AZO, ITO), are accounted for in the optical
simulation step. We can calculate these losses explicitly by computing Equation 4.1,
in the these non-active layers and interpreting the result as a parasitic absorption
rate, which can likewise be integrated over the region of interest to quantify, as an
equivalent electronic current, the parasitic absorption losses.
To connect the optical simulations to the device physics simulation, we then
interpolated the carrier generation profiles in the a-Si:H region onto a finite element
mesh for calculation of the J-V characteristics under illumination [88]. Then the
electrical simulations were carried out with a commercial technology computer aided
design (TCAD) software package [33] which numerically solves the electron and hole
continuity equations:
∂n(~r)
∂t
= G(~r)− U(~r) + 1
q
∇ · ~Jn(~r) (4.2)
∂p(~r)
∂t
= G(~r)− U(~r)− 1
q
∇ · ~Jp(~r) (4.3)
the transport equations for electrons and holes:
~Jn(~r) = qµnn(~r) ~E(~r) + qDn∇n(~r) (4.4)
~Jp(~r) = qµpp(~r) ~E(~r)− qDp∇p(~r) (4.5)
and Poisson’s equation for the electrostatics:
∇ · ~D(~r) = ρf(~r). (4.6)
In Equations 4.2 - 4.6, n and p are the electron and hole concentrations, G is
the generation rate, q is the elementary charge, ~Jn and ~Jp are the electron and hole
current densities, µn and µp are the electron and hole mobilities, ~E is the electrostatic
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field, Dn and Dp are the electron and hole diffusion coefficients, and ~D is the electric
displacement. The generation profiles calculated via FDTD are taken as input into
the continuity equations. The recombination rate (U) is calculated with a model
included in the TCAD software package that explicitly calculates the statistics of trap
occupation, trap-mediated recombination, and charge state along with the associated
electrostatics [33].
We simulated only the a-Si:H regions electrically, and the boundary conditions
at the contacts are assumed to be ohmic contacts to the n- and p-type regions.
We imposed Neumann boundary conditions at the horizontal boundaries to model
a periodic structure. In all plots of spatial results presented here, we have stitched
together three copies of the simulated region in order to help the reader visualize the
periodic structure implied by the boundary conditions. The band gap was taken to be
1.78 eV in all regions with a 4 eV electron affinity. The active dopant concentration in
the doped regions was 3 × 1019 cm−3 eV−1. All other electronic material parameters
are taken to be the values suggested by Schropp and Zeman [34]. The basic electrical
parameters for a-Si:H are shown in Table 4.1. We included distributions of traps
throughout the band gap to represent band tail (BT) and dangling bond (DB) states.
The BT traps are distributed as a function of energy, E, in the band gap according
to an exponential:
N0e
−|E−E0Es |. (4.7)
DB traps are distributed in the band gap according to a Gaussian:
N0e
−(E−E0)2
2E2s . (4.8)
All the distributions are defined with respect to the conduction band edge with the
exception of the donor/BT traps, which are defined with respect to the valence band
edge. All BT traps have capture cross sections for both electrons and holes of 1.6 ×
10−4 cm2. All DB traps have capture cross sections of 7 × 10−14 cm2. The parameters
for the trap distributions are based on those described by Schropp and Zeman [34],
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with the exception that the peak dangling bond density in the intrinsic a-Si:H was
taken to be 2 × 1017 cm−3 eV−1 to account for the experimental observation that Voc
decreases with increasing intrinsic layer thickness [91]. The full trap parameters used
in this work described in this chapter, except where noted otherwise, are shown in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.1. Basic a-Si:H electrical parameters
Dielectric constant 11.9
Band gap 1.78 eV
Electron affinity 4 eV
Effective density of states (CB) 1 × 1020 cm−3
Effective density of states (VB) 1 × 1020 cm−3
Mobility (electron, hole) 20 cm2 s−1, 5 cm2 s−1
Thermal velocity (electrons and holes) 4.27 × 104 cm s−1
For white-light J-V simulation, we take the AM1.5G weighted generation profile
Gopt(~r), as input into the continuity Equations 4.2 and 4.3. The J-V curve is then
swept by quasistatically varying the voltage boundary conditions at the contacts.
We also simulate the spectral response of the device by calculating the short circuit
current due to the single-wavelength generation profiles, Gopt(~r, λ). For the spectral
response simulations, illumination power at each wavelength is 10 mW cm−2. This
weighting makes the choice of illumination intensity for the purposes of the simulations
themselves arbitrary, so long as it does not alter the device physics with respect to
the white-light case. To verify this, we integrated the electrical currents calculated
at this intensity, weighted by the AM1.5G spectrum, over the wavelength range of
interest (350–800 nm) and found that the results matched the calculated white-light
Jsc to within 0.2%. This indicates that the device physics affecting charge collection
are not significantly altered with the choice of 10 mW cm−2 as the illumination power
at each wavelength for spectral response simulations.
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Table 4.2. Basic parameters for trap distributions in a-Si:H
Layer Type No (cm
−3) Eo (eV) Es (eV)
Intrinsic Acceptor/BT 8.00 × 1021 0 0.032
Donor/BT 4.00 × 1021 0 0.047
Donor/DB 2.00 × 1017 0.89 0.144
Acceptor/DB 2.00 × 1017 0.69 0.144
P-type Acceptor/BT 2.00 × 1021 0 0.180
Donor/BT 1.00 × 1021 0 0.090
Donor/DB 2.20 × 1019 0.7 0.144
Acceptor/DB 2.20 × 1019 0.5 0.144
N-type Acceptor/BT 1.00 × 1021 0 0.070
Donor/BT 2.00 × 1021 0 0.160
Donor/DB 5.54 × 1019 1.4 0.144
Acceptor/DB 5.54 × 1019 1.2 0.144
All BT traps have capture cross sections for both electrons and holes of 1.6 x 10−14 cm2
All DB traps have capture cross sections of 7 x 10−14 cm2
4.3 Agreement between optoelectronic simulations and ex-
perimental results
In order to verify that any simulation produces realistic results, it is important to
show that it can be used to reproduce experimental results. Here, we apply our
optoelectronic simulation technique to reproduce the experimental one-sun AM1.5G
J-V curves observed in a-Si:H solar cells featuring light-trapping nanosphere arrays.
An example of such a cell is shown in Figure 4.1a. The details of sample preparation
and optical theory describing the structure are described elsewhere [102–104]. Both
the optical and electrical simulations were done in 3D since the light-trapping
mechanism in this sphere-based design is inherently 3D.
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Figure 4.1b shows agreement between the experimental and simulated J-V curves.
To match the experimental J-V curves in this application, we increased the peak
DB trap distribution to 5 × 1017 cm −3 ev−1. We also added a distributed series
resistance of 15 Ω cm2 to reproduce the slope of the J-V curve near open circuit.
Note that this experimental test structure was fabricated such that the device is
illuminated through the n-layer. Typically a-Si:H solar cells are illuminated through
the p-layer because holes are the less mobile of the two photo-excited species, thus,
due to stronger absorption near the front of the device, holes do not have to travel
as far to be collected in the p-layer. We also found it necessary to scale down the
optical absorption profile uniformly by a factor of 0.9 to match the experimental J-V
curve. This is justified by noting that the assumption that every absorbed photon in
the a-Si:H creates a mobile electron hole pair may be violated in amorphous material
with a high density of states in the band gap.
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Resonant dielectric structures are a promising platform for
addressing the key challenge of light trapping in thin-film solar
cells. We experimentally and theoretically demonstrate effi-
ciency enhancements in solar cells from dielectric nanosphere
arrays. Two distinct amorphous silicon photovoltaic architec-
tures were improved using this versatile light-trapping plat-
form. In one structure, the colloidal monolayer couples light
into the absorber in the near-field acting as a photonic crystal
light-trapping element. In the other, it acts in the far-field as a
graded index antireflection coating to further improve a cell
which already included a state-of-the-art random light-trapping
texture to achieve a conversion efficiency over 11%. For the
near-field flat cell architecture, we directly fabricated the
colloidal monolayer on the device through Langmuir–Blodgett
deposition in a scalable process that does not degrade the active
material. In addition, we present a novel transfer printing
method, which utilizes chemical crosslinking of an optically
thin adhesion layer to tether sphere arrays to the device surface.
The minimally invasive processing conditions of this transfer
method enable the appl cati n to a wide range of solar cells and
other optoelectronic devices.
False-color SEM image of an amorphous silicon solar cell with
resonant spheres on top.
! 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
1 Introduction Thin-film photovoltaic (PV) cells
have a number of key advantages over wafer-based devices,
including improved reduced active material usage, weight
and cost [1]. However, the corresponding loss in optical
absorption often reduces the cell efficiency, mitigating the
advantages of thin-film absorber cells. Dielectric texturing
[2] and optimized antireflection coatings [3] are commonly
employed in silicon (Si) wafer-based PVs to increase light
absorption. A textured active material increases light
trapping, however, the large-scale features that are com-
monly employed for crystalline Si solar cells cannot be
employed for thin-film cells, which often have total
thicknesses of the order of the optical wavelength. As well,
physical modification of the absorber layer by patterning or
etching can result in degraded material quality and thus
reduced carrier collection efficiency [4]. It is therefore
desirable to develop a texture process for thin-film cells that
does not in any way compromise the electronic performance
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packed, we assume that the average periodicity is equal to
the average diameter of the spheres. From the direct space of
an SEM image, we are able to estimate the sphere size
distribution on a sample of about 1000 spheres using image
analysis software (imageJ). We assume a Gaussian distri-
bution for the sphere size, which fits the counted distribution
relatively well (Fig. 1c).
3 Measurement and simulation
3.1 Normal incidence Wemeasured theEQEof cells
coated with dielectric nanospheres and repeated this
measurement after removing the spheres from the surface
(Fig. 2a) using a Q-tip and methanol. Since ITO does not
dissolve in methanol, we do not expect this process to affect
the optical or electrical properties of the solar cell. The
coated cells showed broadband enhancement over the
measured spectrum. Weighting the EQE by the AM1.5G
solar spectrum gives, for the flat cell, a short circuit current
density of 8.8mA cm!2, and for the cell coated with spheres
9.6mA cm!2, corresponding to a relative enhancement of
9.1%. Using an AM1.5G solar simulator, we performed
white light current voltage measurements on five similar
solar cells coated with spheres and with the spheres
subsequently removed. The average relative enhancement
for the efficiency is 7.0" 1.8%, and 8.5" 1.5% for the short
circuit current (Jsc), in good agreement with the measured
EQE weighted by the AM1.5G solar spectrum. Figure 2b
plots the current–voltage measurement for the solar cell
demonstrating the highest efficiency enhancement, which is
almost 10% from 4.39 to 4.81%. We were able to reproduce
these current–voltage curves with full 3D finite element
device physics simulations [16, 24], taking the generation
rate as calculated via FDTD as input (see Supporting
Information).
In order to analyze each of the features in the measured
EQE, we first plot the result of the simulation for spheres
of the median diameter, 700 nm, in Fig. 3b. We verified
experime tally and theoretically [16] that th EQE is
independent of the polarization at normal incidenc . Several
sharp and distinct peaks are observ d in th s simulation.
For three points on this plot, we plot the electric field
intensity for a cross section at the middle of a sphere in the
same plane as the polarization of the normal incident plane
wave in Fig. 3c–e. It can be seen that numerous resonant
modes exist within the experimental size distribution of
the spheres, covering a broad range of wavelengths. To
explain the entire experimental spectra, we must consider
multiple optical coupling mechanisms that are possible with
these wavelength scale resonant structures, depending on
the region of the spectrum we consider. For wavelengths
approximately between 350 and 550 nm, we observe EQE
enhancement that is relatively independent of the size
distribution of the spheres. We attribute this enhancement
mainly to the Fabry–Perot resonance formed by the array of
spheres as similar features are observed in a homogeneous
slab with the volume-weighted refractive index of the
spheres in air (Fig. S1, see Supporting Information).
We attribute the enhancement in the spectral range between
550 and 750 nm to coupling to in-plane leaky modes of
the 2D PC bandstructure, greatly broadened due to the
experimental size distribution of the spheres. To explain
this enhancement, we simulate 21 cases for sphere diameters
varying between 650 and 750 nm using the observed size
distribution range shown in Fig. 1c. Each simulation
assumes an infinite array of spheres with periodic boundary
conditions. In order to account for the experimentally
measured distribution of the sphere size, we weighed the
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Figure 2 (online color at: www.pss-a.com) PV performance. (a)
EQE measurement of the flat solar cell with and without dielectric
spheres on top. The red dashed line corresponds to optical simu-
lations (see Supporting Information) of a solar cell with spheres
n top weighted by t e average size distribution. (b) Current–
voltage curve measured with an AM1.5G solar simulator and
correspondin device physics simulation.
Figure 3 (online color at:www.pss-a.com)FDTDsimulations of a
resonant dielectric structure on a solar cell. (a) Map of the enhance-
ment of theEQEof an a-Si:H solar cell with spheres over theEQEof
the cell without spheres as a function of the wavelength for the
different sphere diameters across the measured size distribution,
and the Gaussian fit used to weight the individual simulations
(in arbitrary units, taken from Fig. 1c). (b) Optically simulated
EQE (see Supporting Information) for the PV structure with and
without dielectric spheres on top. (c–e) For each labeled peak on
(a): the electric field intensity in V2m!2 for a cross section at the
middle of a sphere.
www.pss-a.com ! 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1. (a) False colored scanning electron micrograph showing a flat a-Si:H solar cell which
includes an array of light-trapping nanospheres. (b) Comparison of experimental and simulated
J-V curves for cells with and without nanosphere arrays, showing good agreement between the
experiment and simulation. [102]
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4.4 Nanophotonic design to benefit electrical performance
The integration of nanostructures in solar cells significantly changes the mechanism
of light absorption. In bulk semiconductor materials, light is absorbed exponentially
from front to back via Beer-Lambert absorption. In a thin film with a back
reflector, incompletely absorbed light can reflect off each interface several times,
making multiple passes through the semiconductor as in a Fabry-Perot cavity [105].
When nanostructures are introduced, however, the absorption in the film will depend
on many effects such as scattering, localized modes, and guided modes, which
significantly modify both the magnitude and the location of absorption within the
thickness of the device[99, 106–111]. The interplay of these effects results in different
absorption profiles within the active region for different nanophotonic designs. Here,
we implement our coupled optical and electrical model to understand how these
differences affect the ultimate electrical device performance.
We explore several different geometries of light-trapping structures and the
resulting optical generation profiles, Gopt(~r), are shown in Figure 4.2. In the first two
designs, the a-Si:H is flat, and a plasmonic ridge is included either on top of the ITO
(Figure 4.2b, top grating) or built into the back contact (Figure 4.2e, back grating).
In the top grating geometry, the scattering cross section of the ridge, which may be
several times larger than its geometrical cross section, couples light preferentially into
the semiconductor film. This both increases the path length of the incident light and
may couple to the waveguide modes of the structure. In the back grating geometry,
the ridge is built directly into the back contact. In this case, light on the blue side of
the spectrum will be absorbed by its standard process, while incompletely absorbed
red light will scatter from the nanostructure and couple into waveguide modes of the
cell. In the third geometry (Figure 4.2d, conformal ITO) we directly structure the
ITO while maintaining a flat a-Si:H layer [96]. In the last two geometries, we study
cells with both front and back texturing, as would be realized in experimental devices
with conformal deposition [91, 96]. In the case shown in Figure 4.2f (conformal Ag),
there is both a plasmonic Ag structure on the back interface and a conformal AZO
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Figure 4.2. The AM1.5G, one-sun, generation rate profile, Gopt(~r), calculated from FDTD simulation
results plotted on a log scale in the a-Si:H region for several different nanophotonic light-trapping
structures. The a-Si:H is 200 nm thick. The Ag ridges in (b) and (e) are 100 nm tall and 50 nm
wide. The curved Ag structures in (f) are semicircles with a radius of 100 nm. All other curved
surfaces are semi-ellipses with horizontal major axes. The curved ITO structures in (c,d,f) have a
major radius of 150 nm and a minor radius of 80 nm. The curved AZO and a-Si:H structures have a
major radius of 110 nm and a minor radius of 100 nm. The feature pitch for each structure is given
in Table 4.3. [112]
structure coated over the Ag. In the geometry shown in Figure 4.2c (conformal AZO),
the Ag layer is a flat mirror but the AZO structure is maintained. As shown in Figure
4.2, the different nanostructures result in different generation rate profiles.
The different light-trapping geometries described here utilize not just plasmonic
nanostructures, but also structured semiconductors and dielectrics. For the designs
including nanostructured metals, there are several distinct mechanisms that may
contribute to plasmonic light trapping [93]. Plasmonic nanostructures exhibit large
scattering cross sections, which may be several times their geometrical cross section.
In the cases described here, with metal nanostructures on the back contact, the
coupled metal nanoparticle / metal film system acts as a plasmonic scatterer for
incident sunlight, redirecting light absorption into the cell and potentially coupling
into waveguide modes of the device. The metallic nanostructures could also increase
absorption locally due to their enhanced local electric field, but the AZO layer here is
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130 nm thick, making a local field enhancement unlikely. The waveguide modes of the
devices could be either photonic guided modes or surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
modes supported on the metal interface; however the presence of the AZO decreases
coupling to the SPP modes, as has been discussed elsewhere [96, 99].
To enable straightforward comparison, the conformal geometries were chosen for
this portion of the study such that the total volume of a-Si:H is the same as a flat-
absorber cell of the same a-Si:H layer thickness. Similarly, the doped regions are
thinned over the curved surfaces of the conformal AZO and Ag structures (Figure
4.2c and Figure 4.2f) to maintain the volume ratio of doped to undoped material. We
define the parameter d to be the thickness of each doped region in a corresponding
flat-absorber cell. For example, in a conformal cell of d = 20 nm, the doped regions
are 20 nm thick on the flat surfaces and 13.3 nm thick over the curved surfaces.
For each of the structures shown in Figure 4.2, we simulated a range of
nanostructure periodicities. The optimal pitch depends on the scattering and
absorption cross sections of the features, the strength of their coupling to the
waveguide modes, and the constructive and destructive interference of the waveguide
modes. Therefore, the optimal pitch varies depending on the light-trapping geometry.
Table 4.3 summarizes the electrical and optical performance calculated for each
structure at its optimal pitch under white-light illumination. From these results it is
apparent that designing light-trapping structures to maximize the absorption current
density, Jopt, in the semiconductor is the dominant factor in obtaining optimized
efficiency in this system.
We note that the optical simulation step accounts for parasitic absorption in
non-active regions (Ag, ITO, and AZO). Light absorbed in these regions cannot be
expected to contribute to photocurrent. Figure 4.3 shows how each of the materials in
the conformal AZO and conformal Ag structures contribute to the overall absorption
of the device. In the region around 600–650 nm, the structured Ag back reflector
increases parasitic absorption in the Ag. However it is clear from the results in Table
4.3, that in this particular case, the benefits of including the back structuring outweigh
the cost of increased absorption in the Ag.
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Table 4.3. Simulated electrical and optical performance parameters for 200 nm thick a-Si:H solar
cells with d = 20 nm extracted from simulations for a flat control and the optimized pitch of each
structure shown in Figure 4.2.
Structure Pitch Efficiency Voc FF Jsc Jopt
(nm) (%) (V) (mA cm−2) (mA cm−2)
Flat – 4.94 0.953 80 6.48 9.22
Back grating 520 5.52 0.957 80.1 7.21 10.28
Conf. ITO 480 5.14 0.955 80.1 6.72 9.70
Top grating 500 5.07 0.954 80.0 6.64 9.38
Conf. AZO 340 6.86 0.963 81.4 8.75 11.85
Conf. Ag 360 7.25 0.965 81.3 9.25 12.28
It is not clear from the results in Table 4.3 whether the change observed in Voc
is due to changing photocurrent or to effects of non-standard spatial distributions
of carrier generation. To address this, we also calculated the electrical performance
of each structure with its Jsc matched to that of the flat control structure. This
was achieved by scaling the generation profile down by a multiplicative factor prior
to inputting it into the device physics simulation. The results of these simulations
are given in Table 4.4. From them, we conclude that departures from a flat thin-
film interference absorption pattern [105] do not significantly change the relationship
between the electrical parameters themselves. The dominant effect of the light-
trapping structures is therefore to vary Jsc. The Voc and FF vary only in as much
as they depend on Jsc. We do note, however, that the different profiles, when
proportionally scaled, display different white-light EIQEs (Jsc/Jopt) at short circuit.
This indicates that some carrier generation profiles are electrically collected more
efficiently than others at short circuit.
This effect is quantified in Figure 4.4, which shows that the short circuit EIQE
correlates with the fraction of absorption current in the intrinsic region. These
calculations assume doped regions of d = 20 nm. This correlation is understood
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Table 4.4. Simulated electrical and optical performance parameters for the devices shown in Table
4.3 with the generation rate profile Gopt(~r) of each scaled to match the Jsc of the flat control.
Structure Pitch Efficiency Voc FF Jsc Jopt
(nm) (%) (V) (mA cm−2) (mA cm−2)
Flat – 4.94 0.953 80 6.48 9.22
Back grating 520 4.94 0.953 80.0 6.48 9.19
Conf. ITO 480 4.94 0.953 80.1 6.48 9.36
Top grating 500 4.94 0.953 80.0 6.48 9.16
Conf. AZO 340 5.00 0.952 81.1 6.48 8.78
Conf. Ag 360 5.00 0.952 81.1 6.48 8.60
by noting that the doped regions have much higher densities of dangling bond trap
states than the intrinsic a-Si:H, and thus electron-hole pairs generated in the doped
regions are subject to higher Shockley-Read-Hall recombination rates making them
less likely to be collected as photocurrent [34]. The correlation in Figure 4.4 indicates
the importance of light-trapping structures designed to target enhancements in the
intrinsic region of the cell, thus avoiding parasitic absorption losses in the doped
regions.
Our model predicts that nanostructuring of the a-Si:H layer itself does not degrade
Voc, but rather that Voc is improved due to increased photocurrent (Tables 4.3 and 4.4).
This result agrees with experimental reports that indicate high Voc can be maintained
or improved in nanostructured a-Si:H solar cells [108, 113]. However, there are several
possible effects that could lead to a reduction of Voc in nanostructured solar cells.
First, increased surface area can result in increased surface recombination. In the
structures studied here, the doped regions do not contribute to useful photocurrent
(Figure 4.4), and thus an increase in the doped region / contact surface area does
not negatively affect Voc. Another potential source of Voc degradation is the increased
junction area of the device. However, this prediction is not applicable to n-i-p a-
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Figure 4.3. Spectral absorption, calculated from optical simulations, in each of the device layers of
the conformal AZO device structure (a), and conformal Ag structure (b). Only the absorption in the
a-Si:H can be expected to contribute to photocurrent. Absorption in the AZO layers is negligibly
low.
Si:H solar cells since trap-mediated recombination in the bulk, and not the forward
bias current injected across the junction of an ideal diode, is the primary mechanism
competing with photocurrent collection [114–116]. Finally, deposition on textured
substrates can lead to degradation in the material quality of the active layers in thin-
film Si solar cells, and in turn a reduction of the Voc [117, 118]. We note that our
model allows for the inclusion of such effects as described in Section 4.5.2.
Though this study focuses primarily on 2D simulations to take advantage of
reduced computational demand, we include the results of two 3D simulations in
Figure 4.5 in order to demonstrate that our methods and observations extend to 3D
light-trapping structures and devices. The schematics and calculated J-V curves for
these two structures are given in Figure 4.5. In both cases, the optical and electrical
simulations were carried out for the full 3D device structure. Both devices have d =
20 nm. The device pictured in Figure 4.5a corresponds to the point at Jopt,i/Jopt =
0.77 in Figure 4.4 and is based on the conformal Ag structure, but the curved surfaces
are 3D semi-ellipsoids. In this case, the doped regions are thinned to 10.5 nm over
the curved surfaces. We calculated a white-light conversion efficiency of 7.37% for
this structure, with Jsc = 9.36 mA cm
−2, Voc = 0.968 V, and FF = 81.3. The device
pictured in Figure 4.5b corresponds to the point at Jopt,i/Jopt = 0.7 in Figure 4.4 and
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Figure 4.4. White-light electrical internal quantum efficiency at short circuit plotted against the ratio
of absorption current density generated in the intrinsic region to the total optically absorbed current
density in the a-Si:H for the structures shown in Figure 4.2, along with two 3D structures, with d
= 20 and varying pitch. We observe a correlation across all structures, indicating the importance of
avoiding parasitic absorption in the doped regions of a-Si:H solar cells. [112]
includes only the hemispherical structuring on the Ag back reflector, all other layers,
including the a-Si:H, are flat. For this device, we calculated a white-light conversion
efficiency of 5.04%, with Jsc = 6.59 mA cm
−2, Voc = 0.956 V, and FF = 80.1. Both
devices are based on a square array of the light-trapping structures with 300 nm pitch.
Since the performance of the devices studied here is dominated by photocurrent
increases due to light trapping, it is critical to understand the factors underlying
efficient carrier collection. We note the significance of the observation that the
correlation in Figure 4.4 holds for all the structures studied, including conformal ones.
This, in combination with the results in Table 4.4, demonstrates that when material
quality is assumed to be independent of device morphology, parasitic absorption in
doped regions dominates any other performance variations arising from electrical
collection, even under bias, of non-standard absorption profiles.
The two structures with conformal a-Si:H layers exhibit higher white-light EIQE
than any of the flat devices (Figure 4.4). This is due to decreased parasitic absorption
of the blue part of the spectrum in the front p-doped layer, which is thinned over
the curved surface. We note that similar geometries have been shown experimentally
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Figure 4.5. Current-voltage curves and one-sun conversion efficiencies calculated with full 3D optical
and electrical simulations. The schematics are drawn to scale and have the same color scheme as in
Figure 4.2, but with intrinsic a-Si:H indicated as dark blue and doped a-Si:H indicated as red. The
upper layers are cut away in the schematics to reveal the underlying structure of the Ag layer. [112]
to exhibit enhanced external quantum efficiency at short wavelengths attributed to
improved anti-reflection performance and resonant absorption in the semiconductor
nanostructures [91, 119]. However, we are comparing values of EIQE which isolate the
internal electrical performance of the structure from optical effects such as reflection
and resonant absorption.
Among the conformal structures, the conformal Ag structure, which includes
plasmonic Ag structures in the back contact, consistently demonstrates higher EIQE
than the conformal AZO structure, which has a flat Ag surface. Thus there is a twofold
advantage for the conformal Ag structure, which includes plasmonic structures, as
compared to the conformal AZO structure; it increases the overall light absorbed in
the semiconductor, while simultaneously ensuring that the resulting charge carriers
are more efficiently collected (Table 4.3).
Careful examination of the spectral response of the two designs reveals the source
of this advantage for the conformal Ag structure. Figure 4.6a shows that, for the
optimal pitches of the conformal Ag and AZO structures, the increase in optical
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absorption and corresponding electrical current of the conformal Ag structure result
from an enhancement near an incident wavelength of 650 nm. Figure 4.6bc shows the
details of the generation rate profile of 650 nm light for each structure, indicating that
the increase in absorption in the conformal Ag case is concentrated in the intrinsic
region. The result is that carriers generated from 650 nm light are collected at short
circuit with an EIQE of 0.84 for the conformal Ag structure, as opposed to 0.79 for
the conformal AZO structure.
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Figure 4.6. (a) Optical and electrical spectral response calculated for the conformal Ag (360 nm
pitch) and conformal AZO (340 nm pitch) structures with 200 nm thick a-Si:H layers and d = 20
nm, weighted by the AM1.5G spectrum. (b, c) The generation rate from 650 nm light calculated
for the conformal AZO (b), and conformal Ag (c) structures plotted on a logarithmic scale, showing
the performance enhancement in the conformal Ag structure comes from an optical mode with an
improved Jopt,i/Jopt ratio for 650 nm incident light resulting in improved EIQE at that wavelength
as noted in the figure. The dashed lines in (b) and (c) indicate the edges of the doped a-Si:H regions.
[112]
This example demonstrates the twofold advantage of including a nanostructured
Ag back reflector in the conformal design; it is able to collect more light (Figure
4.6a) and simultaneously use advantageous optical design to reduce the portion of
generated current lost to parasitic absorption in the doped regions (Figure 4.6bc). We
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estimate that the improvement from EIQE accounts for approximately one quarter of
the relative efficiency improvement between the two structures (Table 4.3), with the
remainder coming from the optical absorption enhancement. We make this estimate
by multiplying the generated current density Jopt in the conformal Ag device by the
EIQE of the conformal AZO structure to estimate the Jsc; no adjustment is made to
the FF or Voc, as these corrections would be small.
This result suggests a novel route toward optical solar cell design, in which
light-trapping structures are designed to take advantage of electrical device physics
effects. In particular, light-trapping structures for thin-film devices should target
enhancement in optical modes that result in efficiently collected carrier generation
profiles. In the example considered here, where minimization of parasitic absorption
is the dominant effect, a similar benefit to both the EIQE and overall absorption
current could be realized without light trapping by thinning the doped regions or
increasing the overall thickness of the device.
The effects of such an optimization on the J-V curve of a flat device are shown in
Figure 4.7b, along with a thinner un-optimized flat cell (Figure 4.7a) and a comparable
conformal Ag cell (Figure 4.7c). The devices in Figure 4.7a and c are comparable in
that they utilize the same volume of a-Si:H and the volume ratio of doped to intrinsic
a-Si:H is the same. For the optimized flat device (Figure 4.7b), we see the advantage
of incorporating thinner doped regions in a thicker overall device structure; the overall
absorption current density is increased from 9.40 mA cm−2 to 11.66 mA cm−2 and
the short circuit EIQE is increased from 0.70 to 0.84 compared to the structure in
Figure 4.7a. However, in contrast to the case where nanophotonic design is used to
target high absorption and improved EIQE (Figure 4.7c, Voc = 0.965, FF = 81.3),
the optimized flat device suffers degradation of Voc (0.939 V) and FF (72.3).
The benefit of coupled optical and electrical optimization is apparent in the result
that, in the limiting case of perfectly flat layers, the maximized efficiency of 6.58%
remains less than the efficiency of 7.25%, which can be achieved in a thinner device
with conformal light-trapping structures and thicker doped regions (Figure 4.7c).
This thinner design with conformal light-trapping structures increases absorption
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Figure 4.7. Current-voltage curves for solar cells with (a) a 200 nm thick a-Si:H layer with d = 20
nm, (b) a 360nm thick a-Si:H layer with d = 5 nm, (c) a conformal Ag cell with a 200 nm thick
a-Si:H layer, d = 20 nm, and a feature pitch of 360 nm, and (d) the optimized geometry for the
conformal Ag structure with a 290 nm thick a-Si:H layer, d = 10 nm, and pitch of 390 nm. The
schematics are drawn to scale and correspond to the implied three-dimensional structures associated
with the simulated plane. They have the same color scheme as in Figure 4.2, but with intrinsic
a-Si:H indicated as dark blue and doped a-Si:H indicated as red. One-sun conversion efficiencies are
indicated on the schematics. (b) is the design with the maximum efficiency we found for a flat cell
without additional light-trapping features for the material parameters used in this study; we note
that it has degraded Voc and FF compared to the other devices. [112]
and EIQE without degradation of Voc or FF (Table 4.3). It also has the advantages
of reduced processing costs of Si deposition, reduced light-induced degradation, and
decreased vulnerability to non-uniformities in the thicker doped regions [91, 92]. All
these benefits are realized while achieving a higher efficiency than an optimized flat
cell.
The efficiency of the conformal Ag design is maximized by increasing the a-Si:H
thickness to 290 nm and thinning the doped regions to d = 10 nm (Figure 4.7d). The
optimized feature pitch for this structure is 390 nm. This design yields an efficiency
of 8.32% with Jsc = 11.29 mA cm
−2, Voc = 0.955 V, FF = 77.2, and white-light EIQE
= 0.87. We note that the a-Si:H is 70 nm thinner than in the optimized flat device
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(Figure 4.7a), resulting in improved Voc and FF . The fact that it also exhibits higher
Jsc and EIQE than the optimized flat device, despite an increased ratio of doped to
undoped a-Si:H, highlights the power of coupled optical and electrical optimization.
4.5 Optoelectronic effects of changing feature aspect ratio
In order to fully optimize nanophotonic light-trapping structures, the effects of
geometrical modifications of a particular design must be considered. In this section
we explore how changes in the aspect ratio of light-trapping features based on the
“conformal Ag” design described in Section 4.4 affect device performance. An example
is shown in Figure 4.8, showing the nonuniform built-in electrostatic field in the
nanostructured i-layer. We begin by considering an ideal case and then demonstrate
the importance of accounting for local defects in material quality induced by high-
aspect-ratio structures.
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Figure 4.8. Simulation results plotted in the a-Si:H region of a 290 nm thick device with w = 220nm,
and h = 200 nm. The devices are based on, from bottom to top, 200 nm of Ag, 130 nm of AZO, 290
nm n-i-p a-Si:H, and 80 nm of ITO. (a) The white-light carrier generation profile calculated from
FDTD simulations for AM1.5G illumination. (b) The electrostatic field in the a-Si:H region at short
circuit under illumination, obtained from finite element device physics simulations which take the
generation profile shown in (a) as input in order to simulate the J-V characteristics of the device.
An example of the structure considered in this section is shown in Figure 4.8.
For the simulations discussed in this section, we consider a structure in which the
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200 nm thick Ag back reflector is over coated with 130 nm of aluminum doped zinc
oxide (AZO), an n-i-p active region of variable thickness with 10 nm n- and p- layers
(which are not thinned over the curved surfaces), and an 80 nm indium tin oxide
(ITO) top contact and anti-reflection coating. We fixed the width of the AZO and
a-Si:H features, w, at 220 nm and varied the height h to change the feature aspect
ratio (2h/w). The Ag feature is 200 nm wide, and the ITO feature is 300 nm wide.
The pitch between features was held constant at 300 nm. The height of the features
is h for all layers. We did not consider any structure in which h exceeds the a-Si:H
thickness to avoid unrealistically thin regions.
4.5.1 Changing aspect ratio: Ideal case
We first consider the effects of changing aspect ratio in an idealized case. We assume
that the electronic material quality of the a-Si:H does not change as a result of
changing the aspect ratio of features. In this case we assume that the peak dangling
bond density in the intrinsic region is 1.6 × 1016 cm−3 eV−1 [34].
The geometry shown in Figure 4.8 achieves light trapping through several mecha-
nisms including anti-reflection, local and guided optical modes in the various dielec-
tric and semiconducting layers, and plasmonic scattering from the nanostructured Ag
back reflector [96, 120, 121]. Increasing the aspect ratio of the light-trapping features
reduces reflection by creating a graded refractive index profile. The photocurrent
enhancement in the solar cell, however, also depends on resonant absorption in the
semiconductor and on the effectiveness of the nanostructures in coupling to waveguide
modes, both of which are sensitive functions of the nanostructure geometry.
The relative contributions of the different light-trapping mechanisms vary with
wavelength, as shown in Figure 4.9 for a 290 nm thick a-Si:H solar cell. The figure
shows the wavelength-dependent absorption in the i-layer of the a-Si:H cell at several
different aspect ratios. On the blue side of the spectrum where absorption in a-
Si:H is strong, anti-reflection and localized resonances dominate the response. In
this spectral regime, the performance improves very slightly with increasing aspect
ratio. On the red side of the spectrum where absorption in a-Si:H is weak, light can
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be coupled into waveguide modes of the solar cell [91]. The number of supported
waveguide modes depends on the thickness of the a-Si:H layer, and their spectral
position depends on the pitch and aspect ratio of the nanostructures. In this case the
pitch is fixed at 300 nm. The two sharp features in the spectrum, beginning around λ
= 620 nm and λ = 670 nm, are due to waveguide modes. As the aspect ratio increases,
their spectral positions red shift. The overall photocurrent enhancement due to these
modes depends on both the absorption response of the device and the illumination
spectrum. Thus appropriately tuning the spectral position of the resonances leads to
an optimal aspect ratio, here at 1.82 (h = 200 nm).
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Figure 4.9. (a) The spectral absorption in the i-layer of a 290 nm thick device showing the shifting
of waveguide mode as the aspect ratio (2h/w) changes. The optimal aspect ratio is ultimately
determined by both the absorption and illumination spectrums. (b) The parasitic absorption
expressed as an equivalent current density for AM1.5G illumination in layers other than the i-layer
of the a-Si:H for a 290 nm thick device calculated from FDTD results.
In the design of nanophotonic light-trapping structures, it is critical to ensure that
light is absorbed in the active region of the device. Figure 4.9b quantifies the parasitic
absorption losses when weighted across the solar spectrum. They are expressed as
current densities under AM1.5G illumination for ease of comparison with the device
current. We note that the p-layer contributes most to parasitic absorption, primarily
due to absorption of short wavelength light. Similarly, the ITO is also a significant
source of loss. Notably, the loss due to Ag is substantially lower, indicating that
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the introduction of plasmonic nanostructures does not significantly increase parasitic
losses in the device, even with increasing aspect ratio. Overall, while there are slight
increases in the parasitic absorption with increased aspect ratio, these losses are offset
by larger gains in useful absorption in the intrinsic region as shown Figure 4.10a which
shows Jopt,i in the a-Si:H i-layer for varying a-Si:H thickness and light-trapping feature
aspect ratio.
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Figure 4.10. (a) The calculated absorption in the i-layer of the a-Si:H expressed as an equivalent
current density under AM1.5G illumination for different a-Si:H thickness as the aspect ratio (2h/w)
of the light-trapping feature is changed. (b) The calculated one-sun conversion efficiency for the
same devices. (c) The ratio of the short circuit current to the absorption current in the a-Si:H
i-layer as aspect ratio changes.
We used the FEM device physics simulations, which take the optical carrier gen-
eration rate calculated from the FDTD simulations as input, to model the electrical
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performance of devices for changing feature aspect ratio and a-Si:H thickness. The
efficiencies extracted from these calculations are shown in Figure 4.10b. Comparing
the trends in Figure 4.10a and 4.10b, we note that efficiency is primarily dictated by
the absorption in the a- Si:H i-layer, indicating this as the most important design
criterion for these structures in this particular system.
However, we also note a decrease in the carrier collection efficiency at short circuit
from the i-layer as aspect ratio is increased. This effect is quantified in Figure 4.10,
which shows the ratio of Jsc to Jopt,i in the a-Si:H i-layer for all the thicknesses
studied. We attribute this reduction in carrier collection efficiency to a reduction
in the electrostatic field in certain areas of the i-layer as a result of device geometry.
This is apparent in Figure 4.8b. In particular, the field is reduced in the area between
light-trapping features where the n-regions coating neighboring semi-ellipsoids are
nearly parallel, and in the semi-elliptical region centered above the raised feature of
the back reflector. Figure 4.8a shows that there is strong optical absorption in the
semi-elliptical region, which likely augments the reduction in collection efficiency.
Although this reduction in carrier collection efficiency at high aspect ratio is
non-negligible, it does not outweigh the raw absorption enhancement achieved from
optimizing the optical design for the geometries studied here. However, both the
optical and electrical effects are strongly dependent on device geometry. It is expected
that in other light-trapping geometries or solar cell material systems that reduced
electrical performance can outweigh optical gains. Thus it is important to consider
this trade off between optical and electrical performance on a case-by-case basis.
4.5.2 Accounting for localized material defects
It is important to note that deposition of highly structured active layers can result
in localized regions of low material quality, resulting in a trade-off between enhanced
optical design and optimized material quality [108, 117, 118, 122, 123]. In order
to optimize device efficiency, it is therefore important to consider the effect of
morphologically induced local defects when designing and optimizing light-trapping
nanostructures [122]. Here, we demonstrate that such local defects can be accounted
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for in multidimensional optoelectronic simulations of nanostructured thin-film a-Si:H
solar cells. Explicitly accounting for local variations in material quality in these
simulations provides physical insight into the microscopic device physics governing
operation.
We address the trade-off between optical design and electrical material quality,
in the electrical simulation step by including a localized region within the a-Si:H
exhibiting increased dangling bond trap density. This region of degraded material
represents a recombination active internal surface (RAIS) formed during deposition.
Such localized regions of low-density, low-electronic-quality material quality are
known to form during PECVD when growing surfaces collide with one another during
deposition, a process that is particularly likely in high-aspect-ratio features used for
light trapping [108, 117, 118, 122].
In this portion of the study we fix the a-Si:H total thickness to 290 nm (with 10
nm doped regions) and the aspect ratio 2h/w to 1.82. To more accurately reproduce
experimental FFs we also include a 5 Ω cm2 series resistance at the top contact and
a shunt resistance (parallel to the device) of 5 kΩ cm2 with the built-in TCAD circuit
simulation capabilities. The structure we investigated is shown in Figure 4.11a. To
explicitly account for the effects of RAISs, we include 5 nm wide vertical strips of
defective a-Si:H extending through all the active regions of the device. In these RAIS
strips we specified an increased peak dangling bond density of 2 × 1020 cm−3 eV−1.
The dashed lines in Figure 4.11a show the location of the RAISs. Our assumption that
these low-density regions are characterized by an increased dangling bond density is
justified by experiments showing that a-Si:H solar cells with increased concentrations
of microvoids showed degraded performance attributed to an increase in dangling
bond density [124]. We found that the peak dangling bond density specified in the
RAISs results in device performance similar to that obtained by specifying a surface
recombination velocity (SRV) of 106 cm s−1 at the interface between the RAISs and
the bulk a-Si:H. Specifying an SRV of 106 cm s−1 yields a 5.86% efficient device
compared to an efficiency of 5.90% with a peak trap density of 2 × 1020 cm−3 eV−1
in the RAISs region (the value used throughout this study). We prefer the explicit
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inclusion of traps in the model because it more closely represents the fundamental
physical mechanism underlying the recombination activity of the RAISs.
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Figure 4.11. (a) Schematic showing the geometry of simulated n-i-p a-Si:H solar cell. The red regions
indicate the doped a-Si:H. The dashed lines indicate the location of recombination active internal
surfaces (RAISs), which are accounted for in the model as local regions of degraded material quality
extending vertically through the device. (b) Current density – voltage curves showing the simulated
change in performance between the case in which no material degradation is assumed (black) and
the case in which RAISs are included. The conversion efficiencies are noted on the plot. [125]
In agreement with experimental reports [117, 118, 122], the introduction of RAISs
is found to adversely affect performance as shown in Figure 4.11. When RAISs
are included in the electrical simulation, the AM1.5G energy-conversion efficiency is
reduced from 7.71% to 5.90%, the Jsc from 10.69 mA cm
−2 to 9.79 mA cm−2, the Voc
from 0.954 V to 0.864 V, and the FF from 76.3 to 70.4. To determine if the reduced
Voc is due to the reduced Jsc, we also simulated the cell without RAISs and with the
generation profile, Gopt(~r), uniformly scaled down by a factor of 0.9158. This resulted
in a Jsc matched to that of the case including RAISs (9.79 mA cm
−2). In this case
however the Voc was only reduced by 3 mV, to 0.951 V, and the FF remained 76.3.
This indicates that the reduction in Voc cannot be directly attributed to the reduced
Jsc associated with the RAIS.
Studying the simulated spectral response of these devices reveals interactions
between the generation profile and the geometry of the device and RAISs themselves.
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Figure 4.12. Spectral coupling between optics and defect geometry. (a) The simulated external
quantum efficiency (EQE) for a device with no assumed material degradation (control), a device
with the i-a-Si:H uniformly degraded, and a device with RAISs. We note that the EQE curves for
the uniform degradation and RAIS case differ from one another. (b) The recombination rate in
the RAIS region plotted as a function of depth in the i-layer (with 0 being the p/i interface) for
single-wavelength illumination at 500 and 600 nm. (c) and (d) the generation rate profile for single-
wavelength illumination at 500 and 600 nm, respectively. We note that under 500 nm illumination,
the EQE for the control and RAIS cases exhibit very small deviations from one another, while at
600 nm, the RAIS EQE is significantly degraded. We attribute this to increased optical generation
in the vicinity of the RAISs at 600 nm illumination, leading to more recombination in the RAIS and
thus decreased EQE. [125]
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Figure 4.12a shows the simulated EQE as a function of wavelength for three cases: a
control in which the a-Si:H is assumed to maintain high quality, with a peak dangling
bond density in the intrinsic region of 2 × 1017 cm−3 eV−1, the RAIS case described
above, and a device in which the intrinsic a-Si:H has a uniformly degraded material
quality without explicitly considering localized defects. In the third case, the peak
dangling bond density in the intrinsic region is increased to 1.08 × 1018 cm−3 eV−1,
which was chosen because it results in a white light device efficiency of 5.90%, identical
to that obtained in the RAIS case. (The uniformly degraded cell exhibits a Jsc of
10.18 mA cm−2, a Voc of 0.880 V and a FF of 66.4 under AM1.5G illumination.) This
allows us to compare a case where optical design interacts with a localized defect to
a case where the degradation is global throughout the film. Figure 4.12a shows that
both the uniform and RAIS cases exhibit degraded spectral response when compared
to the control case. However, we also note that the RAIS and uniform degradation
EQE curves vary from one another.
To understand this effect, we compare the internal device physics for the RAIS case
under two illumination wavelengths: 500 nm, at which there is negligible deviation
between the RAIS case and the control, and 600 nm at which the RAIS case
exhibits degraded EQE. In both the uniform degradation and RAIS cases, the optical
generation profile at each wavelength is identical, so differences are due to electrical
properties. Comparing the recombination activity within the RAIS region at these
illumination wavelengths as shown in Figure 4.12b, we see that the recombination
activity is significantly higher at 600 nm wavelength illumination. Figure 4.12c,d
shows that under 600 nm illumination, much more optical generation is taking place
in and around the RAIS than at 500 nm illumination. Thus we attribute both the
spectral variation in RAIS recombination activity and the deviations between the
RAIS and uniform degradation EQE curves to interaction between the geometry of
the generation profile and geometry of the RAIS. If there is a large amount of optical
generation in and around the RAIS, this leads to an increase in RAIS recombination
activity and a corresponding decrease in EQE.
To quantify the effect of this optoelectronic interaction under AM1.5G illumina-
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tion, we compare the results of the full white-light simulation of the RAIS case to a
case in which we assume a constant uniform optical generation rate of 3.04 × 1021
cm−3 s−1; this generation level was chosen because it produces the same Jsc as the
realistic simulation including the nonuniform generation profile associated with the
light-trapping nanostructures. While somewhat unphysical, this uniform generation
case allows us to understand the effect of the interaction between the RAIS geometry
and the optical generation profile. We calculate the optical generation current density
in the intrinsic region, Jopt,i, by spatially integrating the white-light generation pro-
file, Gopt(~r), over the intrinsic a-Si:H region. It is well known that carrier collection
is poor from the doped regions, making the intrinsic layer the region area of interest
as described in Section 4.4. We observe that the ratio Jsc/Jopt,i changes from 0.88 for
the full optoelectronic simulation to 0.80 for the uniform generation simulation. If
we carry out the same procedure for the case without the RAISs, the ratio Jsc/Jopt,i
remains high, changing from 0.96 to 0.95. This shows that the interaction between
microstructure and optical generation profile is not limited to single-wavelength illu-
mination, but it also affects the internal quantum efficiency of charge collection under
full AM1.5G illumination. It is particularly important to account for this interaction
in periodic structures such as that studied here since both the generation profile and
the defect structure are periodic.
This geometric interaction between the optics and electrical device physics can
only be captured with multidimensional modeling. Furthermore, this effect illustrates
the importance of accounting for defect geometry, and that approximations involving
uniformly degraded active material to account for localized defects do not fully capture
the optoelectronic device physics. We note that several 1D device simulation tools
have been widely and successfully used to simulate and study solar cell performance
in a variety of applications [126–130]. However, this interaction between optics and
defect geometry is inherently multidimensional and cannot be captured with a 1D
simulation.
This modeling approach also provides insights into the microscopic device physics
of the RAIS under 1 sun AM1.5G illumination. Figure 4.13 shows the magnitude of
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Figure 4.13. Simulated magnitude of the current density within the a-Si:H at the maximum power
point operating bias of the respective device under AM1.5G illumination for (a) the control case
with no material degradation (operating bias: 792 mV) and (b) the RAIS case (operating bias: 690
mV). We note that current is suppressed near the RAIS itself, while collection from other areas of
the device is not significantly impacted. [125]
the current density within the a-Si:H in the device without (Figure 4.13a), and with
(Figure 4.13b) RAISs at the respective maximum power point operating voltage. We
observe local reduction in current density in the region around the RAIS (Figure
4.13b) when compared to the control case (Figure 4.13a.). This shows that current
flow in the bulbous regions (which are assumed to be high-quality a-Si:H) remains
largely unperturbed by the addition of the RAISs and that the detrimental effects of
the RAISs is localized to the immediate region surrounding them.
Figure 4.14 shows the recombination activity in a RAIS for varying operating
bias under AM1.5G illumination. We see that as the device is forward biased, the
recombination rate in the defective RAIS region increases. This is expected, since
carrier collection form the absorber is necessarily less efficient as the device is forward
biased and the built-in electrostatic field driving carrier collection is reduced, enabling
more carriers to recombine in the highly defective RAIS region before being collected.
It is interesting to note that most of this increase in recombination activity occurs
near the front of the device. We emphasize that this is purely a result of the solution
to the electrostatic, current, and continuity equations (Equations 4.2-4.6) under the
changing contact boundary conditions, and is not due to any assumed change in the
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Figure 4.14. Simulated recombination rate in the RAIS region plotted as a function of depth (with
0 being the p/i interface) in the intrinsic a-Si:H layer, at short circuit, maximum power operating
point (690 mV), and open circuit (864 mV). The recombination activity in the defective RAIS region
is shown to increase as the forward bias is increased. [125]
physical or electronic structure of the RAIS regions themselves under forward bias.
4.6 Conclusion
It is critical to account for trade-offs between optical and electrical performance
in the optimization of light-trapping structures for solar cells. This prevents
the unconstrained optimization of the optical properties of a device from yielding
impractical geometries that suffer severe material quality degradation. In addition
to providing a detailed picture of the microscopic device physics affecting carrier
collection, our results highlight the importance of accounting for the specific geometry
of the defects themselves along with the full optical absorption profile within the
device. In particular, we find that interactions between the geometry of the absorption
profile and localized recombination active internal surfaces (RAISs) can induce
significant variations in carrier collection efficiency in a-Si:H cells. Such effects
cannot be fully accounted for without implementing a multidimensional model such
as that used here. Furthermore, the results in Section 4.4 demonstrate how optical
design can be used to directly benefit the electrical performance of the device.
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Such co-optimization is a powerful approach in the design of solar cells. It enables
enhancements beyond those that can be achieved by individually optimizing each
physical mechanism, and enables the design of devices in which the optics can directly
benefit electrical carrier collection.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and outlook
Solar cells are macroscopic devices. A typical photovoltaic cell is tens or hundreds of
centimeters in size. They are sold in modules on the scale of meters, and assembled in
arrays spanning kilometers. Yet they are governed by physics at the scale of microns
and nanometers. Since conversion efficiency is one of the key system cost drivers, it is
critical to understand how the microscopic optoelectronic device physics of solar cells
affect advanced device design. More importantly, it is imperative that we understand
how to harness these governing physical principles to drive solar cell efficiency higher,
and drive the associated energy generation costs lower.
5.1 Summary of work
This thesis address three advanced silicon-based solar cell technologies with a focus
on understanding their device physics. While these or similar technologies have been
commercialized with varying levels of success, optimization at the device scale is often
empirical and aided by simplified solar cell models (such as the equivalent circuit).
As solar cells continue to evolve to more advanced designs and their efficiencies
increase toward their fundamental limits, it becomes more important to take a detailed
microscopic view of the physics governing their operation.
In Chapter 2, we considered solar cells based on thin-film crystalline Si absorbers.
Such designs are promising because they can leverage the manufacturing benefits of
thin-film solar cells, but maintain the performance benefits of a crystalline Si absorber.
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We described the experimental development of such absorbers based on the use of low-
temperature epitaxial HWCVD. The use of thin crystalline absorbers, for example
those fabricated by other methods such as epitaxial lift off of kerf-less wafering, is a key
area of research and development in photovoltaics. When absorbers are fabricated
by different methods, they are likely to show different microstructures, and it is
important to understand how these differences affect not only device performance,
but also device design choices. For example, we show that in thin crystalline Si
absorber layers featuring recombination-active interfaces, the choice of doping level
is important because it enables favorable recombination statistics and electrostatic
screening of charged defects.
In Chapter 3, we presented modeling and experiments which show that lateral
carrier transport occurs near the interface between a-Si:H and c-Si in silicon het-
erojunction (SHJ) cells. SHJ cells are an example of a commercialized technology
that stands to further benefit from improved understanding of the associated device
physics. The majority of successful devices have been quasi-1D in that they are based
on a simple layer stack geometry. Current work focuses on the optimization of an
interdigitated all back contact design which would inherently involve 2D or 3D carrier
transport effects. There still remains significant work to be done to fully understand
and characterize the transport physics of the SHJ, and consideration of lateral trans-
port near the heterojunction will be important to consider as SHJ designs advance
to more complex device geometries.
Chapter 4 described simulations addressing the link between the optical and
electrical design of solar cells. Engineered nanophotonic structures are a promising
approach to light trapping, not only because it enables an increase in light absorption
in solar cells, but also because it yields an extra degree of control which can be used
to guide light absorption within devices. In the context of thin-film a-Si:H solar
cells, we developed a model which can fully account for the optical, electrical, and
material properties of nanophotonic light-trapping structures and we investigated
interactions between all three effects. We showed that when local defects are induced
by the light-trapping geometry, the optics can couple to the defect geometry, an effect
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that can only be captured with complete optoelectronic device physics simulations.
Furthermore we described how nanophotonics can be used to engineer light absorption
in a device, reducing parasitic absorption to benefit the electrical quantum efficiency
of the cell. This comprehensive optoelectronic approach to device design is generally
applicable to other material systems. It represents a powerful design paradigm for
future generations of solar cells in that it enables the design of device optics and
electronics which actively benefit one another.
5.2 Outlook
The common principle behind the work described in this thesis is that solar cell
designs can and should be developed considering the full device structure, material
properties, and multidimensional physics of the device. This principle is not limited
to the Si-based photovoltaics considered here and can readily be applied to other
material systems. Furthermore, it is applicable beyond photovoltaics to other next-
generation energy-conversion technologies. For example, this principle applies to the
development of semiconductor-based photoelectrochemical fuel generation systems
[131]. Such devices need to absorb light and extract charge just like solar cells,
but must also be designed taking into account other factors including the effect of
heterogeneous catalysis on the band energetics of the semiconductor [132, 133] and
transport of the fuel products away from the active device region [134]. While these
features have all been studied separately, development of a comprehensive model may
yield ways in which different processes can be not only independently optimized, but
can also be simultaneously co-optimized at the device level, much like the optical and
electrical optimization described in Chapter 4.
While our approach is quite general, the specific design and performance impacts
of microscopic device physics are expected to vary greatly between different devices
and material systems. For example, it is known that photon management is important
in order to realize high efficiency in GaAs solar cells [9, 10]. In such devices, the
challenge is not necessarily primary photon absorption. Instead, photon recycling
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(the reuse of photons generated from band-to-band recombination) becomes an
important process. This will change the governing design principles as the optical
design problem no longer focuses on broadband absorption of the solar spectrum, but
instead on internal light trapping of spontaneously emitted photons of near band-
edge wavelengths. Although device-specific design principles can be suggested for the
cells considered in this thesis, we stress that it is the design approach accounting for
the full structure and physics of a device, as opposed to system-specific conclusions,
which should be implemented to optimize other systems.
There remains significant opportunity to continue the development of more
advanced models which would take into account other aspects of cell manufacturing
and system performance. For example, in Section 4.5.2 we consider the location of
a geometry induced defect for which we assume properties based on experimental
observations. However, a more powerful next-generation model would begin by
predicting the location and electrical properties of the defect based on the physics
and chemistry of material deposition. The resulting structure could then be coupled
into optoelectronic simulations such as those described in Chapter 4, yielding a full
predictive tool for optimizing not only design, but also cell processing.
Comprehensive modeling is also applicable at the module and system levels. A
photovoltaic system consists of many cells operating in many modules under varying
environmental conditions for at least two to three decades. Since the ultimate goal
of the technology is energy generation, the performance of the system should be the
ultimate goal of a comprehensive photovoltaic model. While work has been done to
model and understand system performance [135], there is still ample opportunity to
connect such approaches back down to the microscopic device physics at the cell level.
For example, a microscopic understanding of degradation in thin-film CdTe solar cells
[136] could be used to predict how the J-V curves of individual cells will change over
time. This could then be fed into a system-level model for performance of the entire
array including the behavior of the supporting power electronics. Such an approach
could lead to more reliable and robust arrays.
Photovoltaics, and energy-conversion technologies in general, rely on the use of
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multiple physical mechanisms working in tandem to convert raw energy resources into
electricity or other useful forms. Understanding and considering these mechanisms
and their interactions enables powerful co-optimization that will be critical for the
efficiency and thus competitiveness of future generations of energy technologies.
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Appendix A
Convergence in numerical simulations
The numerical simulation methods implemented in this thesis rely on discretization
of the modeled geometry on a simulation mesh or grid. When working with such
methods it is important to ensure that the choice of simulation grid does not affect
the results of the simulation. Here, we present an example illustrating the importance
of this.
Figure A.1, shows the short circuit current calculated for a pyramidally structured
SHJ cell, such as those considered in Section 3.4. The FDTD portion of the simulation
was carried out with two different simulation tools, Lumerical FDTD Solutions, and
Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD. The number of mesh points per simulated wavelength
(in the material) was changed in both software tools, and the Jsc resulting from
subsequent electrical simulation is plotted in Figure 3.4. While this parameter is
directly addressable in the Sentaurus implementation, it is modified through the
“mesh accuracy” parameter in the Lumerical package. It should be noted that both
tools use different mesh generation algorithms, but that the number of points per
wavelength is one of the most important parameters for an FDTD simulation mesh.
Common wisdom is that 10 points per wavelength offers a reasonable compromise
between accuracy and computational demand, and is a good starting point when
optimizing a simulation mesh.
The results shown in Figure A.1 indicate that the Lumerical FDTD tool provides
a more stable result for this particular simulation. We note that it is possible that
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Figure A.1. The short circuit current calculated from optoelectronic simulations of the solar cells
described in Section 3.4 with B = 6 µm and P = 1 µm, for two different software tools used for the
optical portion of the simulation. The results are plotted against the number of mesh points used
per wavelength in the optical simulation to show the importance of verifying that simulation results
are not sensitive to specific discretization of the modeled structure.
further optimization of the Sentaurus calculation parameters would yield a stable
result as well. However, this serves as an example of the importance of verifying that
simulation results are physical, and not heavily influenced by artifacts of the numerical
simulation or the discretization of the structure. Mesh generation algorithms for both
electrical and optical simulation can be complex, and some trial and error is generally
required to find a suitable simulation grid. Computational demand can generally be
reduced by applying a more refined mesh only to regions or features of interest. It is
also important that the mesh be fine at interfaces or other regions where the modeled
currents, fields, or carrier concentrations change rapidly.
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